WELCOME from Crossroad Farms

We warmly extend an invitation for you to attend our 13th annual bull & female sale. Thank you to all the bidders, buyers and repeat
customers from our past sales. Whether you live local or have traveled a long distance, we truly appreciate you taking time to attend and
look forward to assisting you with your future bull needs. Feel free to stop by the farm anytime, we are always available. Tell us about your
program and we will try to help you make a choice that will work best for you.
Simmental genetics have so much to offer, superior maternal traits and performance to produce heavy weight steers and top end replacement females. Choosing a herd bull is one of the most important choices a cattleman has to make. A good bull will pay for himself
when you sell his first set of calves. A poor bull, and especially if you keep your replacements, will cost you for years. It really pays to buy
the best genetics you can.
As breeders our work starts many years before your bull is born, layering genetics to make strong females that will produce bulls that will
make a difference in our customer’s paycheck at the end of their long hard year. Whether you are looking for Reds, Blacks or Fullbloods,
our sale offering is strong with a very good selection from calving ease to performance. A dozen transplant sons from extremely strong
cow families will be featured. Sons from trusted sires that were so popular at last year’s sale are back and sons from several new walking
herdsires will also make their debut. Several AI sires were also utilized so that our bulls as a group can offer you as many options as possible to move your programs forward. We are also pleased to offer a good representation of our herd in the heifer section allowing you to
expand your herd with some interesting genetics and just in time for breeding season.
Competent help is the key to a well- run operation and we would like to say a sincere Thank you to our employees Dave Caswell and Robin
Lafond that work side by side with us on a daily basis. Also our family, friends and neighbors, Claude Wasden and crew, all
good people we can count on, your efforts are truly appreciated.
If there is a bull you are interested in but are unable to attend the sale, just let us know and we can assist you in
bidding or contact anyone of the capable sales staff to bid on your behalf. Live Auctions is also in attendance for
online viewing and bidding.
We look forward to seeing you on Wednesday February 20th. Come early and enjoy a home cooked meal and
some Crossroad hospitality.

The Woytiuk Family

GERALD & LAURIE WOYTIUK
Phone: (306) 427-4422
Gerald’s Cell: (306) 883-7272

JODY & JACKIE WOYTIUK
Jody’s Cell: (306) 227-9910

www.crossroadfarms.ca
crossroadfarms@sasktel.net
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Crossroad Farms

VOLUME
DISCOUNTS!

13th Annual Bull & Female Sale

No bulls sold
prior to Sale Day!

Wednesday, FEB.20, 2019 at 1:00 p.m. CST
On the Farm, Shell Lake, Sask.

Directions to the Farm: 2 miles east of Shell Lake on Hwy #3, and 4 miles south on RR# 3080 OR
4 miles south of Shell Lake on Hwy #12 and 2 miles east.
Watch for signs.

LUNCH: 11:30 a.m. ~ SALE TIME: 1:00 p.m. sharp

On Offer: 80 Bulls & 18 Open Replacement Heifers
Fullblood, Full Fleck, Red & Black Simmental Beef Bulls

Sale Day Phones

Gerald Woytiuk.............................. cell: (306) 883-7272
Jody Woytiuk....................................cell: (306) 227-9910
House: ........................................................... (306) 427-4422
Sales Consultant:
Bohrson Marketing Services:
Darryl Snider................................................(780) 385-5561
Martin Bohrson.......................................... (306) 220-7901
Robb Voice....................................................(306) 361-6775
Scott Bohrson............................................. (403) 370-3010
Consultant Francophone Mark Boisvert
................. (819) 395-5502 or cell: (819) 314-0367

Sale Staff

Auctioneer:
Steve Dorran..................................... cell: (760) 972-7736
Ring Service:
Jim Pulyk, Northern Livestock Sales, Lloydminster SK
..................................................office: (306) 825-8831
or.................................................. cell: (780) 787-0646
Dory Gerrard...............................................(403) 302-1016
LiveAuctions.TV:
Jessy Milne-Smith:.....................................(613) 229-1073
Simmental Press Representatives:
Bruce Holmquist GM-CSA
Randy Bollum, Simmental Country....(403) 540-5949

To register and follow the auction in real time on the internet,
log on to Website: http://www.liveauctions.tv
For More Information, call Jessy Milne-Smith: (613) 229-1073
If you wish to follow the sale on the computer and bid by
telephone, please call Gerald or Jody or
one of the consultants listed above.

SPRING 2019 BOLT SIMMENTAL EPD BREED AVERAGE
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Insurance: Steen Agencies will be in attendance (306) 8872020; Cell: (306) 961- 5525 Each animal becomes the risk of
the purchaser as soon as they are sold. ALL BULLS STAYING AT CROSSROAD FARMS UNTIL DELIVERY MUST BE
INSURED.
Catalogue Design: Cattlepics.com, Patricia Shewchuk (780) 6033066
Health: Crossroad bulls are developed on a TMR ration consisting of
cereal silage, chopped hay, super oats and a custom formulated bull
supplement. This ration will optimize longevity and ensure proper
development from mass and structure to testicle development. All
bulls will be vet checked, scrotal measured & semen tested. Bulls are
treated with Cylence, Invermectin, Fermicon7, Pyramid4/Presponse,
Maxiguard pinkeye protection & double vaccinated with Fusogard.
Sale day weights will be posted.
“Sight Unseen” Purchase Program: If you are unable to attend the
sale but are interested in our bulls give Gerald or Jody a call, they
would be pleased to serve you personally. They will go over the
bulls with you and recommend which ones would best suit your
program. Bulls are guaranteed to meet your approval when delivered.
Crossroad Farms 100% Guarantee: All bulls are guaranteed to be
satisfactory breeders in accordance with the Canadian Simmental
Assoc.guidelines. Should a problem occur barring physical injury or
mismanagement, a bull of equal value will be provided or a credit
will be issued towards the purchase of another bull. We always have
back-up bulls for our customers and we guarantee you will have a
bull to service your cows.
Delivery: Free delivery in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba to
central points, we will try our very best to deliver them right to your
yard. Cost shared arrangements can be made to other destinations.
Delivery date is at the seller’s convenience.
Welcome U.S. Buyers: Exchange rate will be announced on sale day.
Crossroads will do the necessary testing for export on bulls at cost
and deliver to the nearest border crossing.
Semen Reserve: Crossroad Farms reserves the right to collect semen for in herd use only on any bull in our sale. Semen would be
collected at Crossroads expense and buyers convenience.

Buyers Draw
178B PNEU-DART
AIR RIFLE

ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A

RED
&
BLACK
REFERENCE SIRES

WHF LIMITLESS B011

LFE VEGAS 3145A

WS STEPPING STONE B44

RAINBOW RIVER CIRCUIT 10D

WFL WESTCOTT 24C

WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C

CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D

WHEATLAND KILL SWITCH 598C

TNS PREDATOR 45Z

WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C

CROSSROAD WALKER 52D

CMS /BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

LFE THE RIDDLER 323B

MRC SUPREMACY 260D

WFL MR WESTWAY 97D
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HART STATE OF WAR 056C

DONOR COWS

Crossroad Ursula 791U

Has five sons in the sale Lot’s 2,3,4,39 &
42,sired by Killswitch, Westcott, Vegas, and
two by Riddler

Brock Umbra 12U

Has two sons in the sale Lot’s 59 & 60 both
sired by Spartacus

1

Over the years we have continued to
expand on cow families through embryo
transfers to keep our herd strong. We
have twelve transplant sons from these
proven donor cows on offer this year.
Accomplishments of each donor cow is
talked about under their sons lots. Lot 11
is also a transplant but I do not have a
picture of the Tiffany donor cow.

Has two sons in the sale Lot’s 6 & 47 sired by
Stepping Stone, one red and one black

JGL 106R

SBV Pixie 793A

IPU Ms. Code Red 249A

Pictured here at age 13, she has two sons in Has one son in the sale Lot 66 sired by
the sale Lot’s 5 & 55 sired by Vegas & Next up Spartacus

CROSSROAD RED SUPREMACY 124F
PG1229874 | CRF 124F | JAN 24 2018 | POLLED PB

MRC WALL STREET 183Z

S: MRC SUPREMACY 260B

TWIN CHIEF ULYSSES 260U
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BW: 102 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 840 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1520 lbs.

CROSSROAD SLAPSHOT 504S

D: ROSSROAD AUDREY 283A
CROSSROAD URSULA 791U

Here is a solid red power bull that is extremely hard to fault and definitely deserves to be in the Lot 1 position in the catalogue. Sired
by our long bodied MRC Supremacy walking herdsire, who has left us with some extremely good sons and daughters of which seven
are in the sale this year. He was mothered by a powerful Crossroad Slapshot dam. She is the daughter of one of our donor cows Ursula, whose sons are lot’s 2,3,4,39 & 42, undeniable qualities in this cow family. Red Supremacy is an incredibly good bull and one of
the family favourites. He has shown admirable qualities since birth with his excellent body type and he gets out and moves so freely
too. He is good footed with black hooves, wide topped, has a big rear quarter, tons of rib with a super long body and big testicles. A
very complete bull that would move your program into the future. He will build you a new generation of foundation females that will
influence your herd long after he is gone. This early maturing bull full of such maternal strengths is not so easy to find and we will
definitely be putting some of these genetics back into the herd. Red Supremacy will be a real contender on sale day and certainly
deserves serious consideration.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD KINETIC 102F
PTG1229817 | CRF 102F | JAN 20 2018 | POLLED PB

WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER

S: WHEATLAND KILL SWITCH
HR/RR MS CANDACE T73
TNT GUNNER N208

D: CROSSROAD URSULA 791U
HILLCREST MISS RUSTY 61M
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BW: 92 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 840 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1402 lbs.

A good stout bull with a big butt, lots of natural
muscle and large testicles. A solid red transplant
son sired by the $210,000 Wheatland Killswitch and
out of our donor cow Ursula whose bloodlines are
weaved throughout this catalogue. They say you need
to have a good factory to raise good bulls and Ursula has
definitely proven herself. Her sons have been high sellers
at previous sales purchased by Leewood Ranch at Manville,
Ab. & Langer Land & Cattle at Riverhurst, Sk. She has a total of five
sons in the sale this year from four different sires’ lots 3,4,39 & 42, and they are as strong as you
will find anywhere. Kinetic has lots of power and a maternal package that meets the highest standards. Buy with confidence,
here is a bull that will add value to your calf crop.
~ Hetero Polled ~
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CROSSROAD QUANTUM 125F

PTG1229878 | CRF 125F | JAN 24 2018 | POLLED PB

TNT 90 PROOF Z401

S: WFL WESTCOTT 24C

FL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X
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BW: 103 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 878 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1550 lbs.

TNT GUNNER N208

D: CROSSROAD URSULA 791U
HILLCREST MISS RUSTY 61M

Here is another one of our big boys, a tremendous transplant Westcott son out of the Ursula donor cow. Her other sons in the sale are
lots 2,4,39 & 42. We have three of her daughters working in the herd, two of them have sons in the sale lots 1&13 and a granddaughter
is the dam of the Limits bull lot 12. Check them out, you will see the consistent quality this cow family is producing and will pass on to
the next generations. We also have nine Ursula daughters in the replacement pen, the flushmates to Quantum are flat out awesome!
Quantum has been a stand out since birth and continues to impress us. Pictured here less than eleven months of age you can certainly
appreciate his thickness, deep quarter, length, overall balance and big testicles too. His actual September 8th weaning wt. was 965 lbs.
Quantum has a stacked pedigree with an excellent combination of genetics to buy into. Good performance and full of proven maternal
strengths, he will sire calves with more pounds at weaning than you have ever seen before and leave you daughters that will be your
best ever. You will drive a lot of miles to find a baldie better than Quantum. Outstanding bull!
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD VALOR 60F

PTG1229462 | CRF 60F | JAN 13 2018 | POLLED PB

LFE BELLAGIO 529X

S: LFE VEGAS 3145A
LFE VEGAS 3145A
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D: CROSSROAD URSULA 791U
HILLCREST MISS RUSTY 61M

BW: 96 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 819 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1413 lbs.

We are very pleased with our Vegas progeny, sons are working well in both purebred and commercial operations and now that the
daughters are milking, we know they will be the foundations for yet another strong cow family for our herd. Here is Valor, a transplant
solid red son out of Vegas and the Ursula flush cow, she is the dam of the previous two lots and you will also see more of her sons in the
black section of our catalogue. Valor is a very good bull, you have to admire him for his depth and quarter, he is big nutted, moves out
well and is showing his overall balance in this November picture. One of the reasons we picture early is so that you can see the potential
these young bulls have and not just make your decision on sale day when they look their best. It is good for our buyers to have the option
of assessing them at different stages of their growth, and besides that, the “Master”, or “the old guy”- Gerald (I do have other names for
him too sometimes) he doesn’t move as fast as he used to and we have to start picturing early or we will never get done!! Here is a bull
with lots to offer, consistent, predictable genetics. He would be an excellent choice for your next herdsire.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD VETERAN 41F

PTG1229408 | CRF 41F | JAN 08 2018 | POLLED PB

LFE BELLAGIO 529X

S: LFE VEGAS 3145A
LFE VEGAS 3145A

DRIFTING “M” DOUBLEDOG42N

D: CROSSROAD 106R

CROSSROAD NIGHTMIST 43N
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BW: 92 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 783 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1319 lbs.

Here is another good solid red transplant son out of
Vegas and Jody’s fourteen year old donor cow JGL 106R.
She has made quite a name for herself with a lifetime of
success. She has 35 registered calves, ten of her sons have
sold at our bull sales in the last two years averaging $10,125,
we have a dozen daughters retained in the herd and one of
those is the dam of our Crossroad Voltage herdsire. Beechinor
Bros.from Bentley Ab. purchased a heifer calf at the 2017 Source
for $10,250. Old 106R is a cow that has done it all and then some! She has two
sons in the sale this year, lot 55 in the black section of our catalogue and Veteran, who is wide topped, has
a great hair coat and a wonderful disposition. Full brothers to Veteran sold in our 2017 sale to Kendall Gaboury from Spiritwood,
Sk., Rock Lake Colony from Coaldale Ab., and another good son to Langer Land & Cattle at Riverhurst, Sk. Both Vegas and the 106R cow
have super maternal bloodlines. Veteran daughters will be tremendous, keep as many as you can, they are full of consistency and with this
bloodline, longevity too, and will raise your best calves ever! Buy with confidence.
~ Hetero Polled ~
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CROSSROAD RED ROCKS 53F

PTRS1229446 | CRF 53F | JAN 12 2018 | POLLED 7/8

W/C LOCK DOWN 206Z

S: WS STEPPING STONE B44
WS MS UPGRADE Z15
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D: IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
SBSF MS WARRIOR 53U

BW: 94 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 824 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1496 lbs.

Red Rocks is an exceptional individual with a powerful presence. Sired by the popular Stepping Stone, Red Rocks had that herdbull
look from a very young age. He is another transplant son out of our very successful IPU Code Red donor cow. Her first flush gave us
27 number one embryos and she hasn’t slowed down since. We have seven daughters retained in the herd, some are just starting to
calve and just like their dam, their udder quality is excellent. She had five sons in last year’s sale that averaged $18,900. Maternal sons
were purchased by Jean Francois Leblond, C Spring Farming, Doug Krepps, Hairy Hill Cattle Co. and Red Rocks full brother named
Red Stone sold to Meadow Acres at Lampman, Sk. for $26,000. There is also another full brother in this year’s sale, but painted black,
lot 47, be sure to check him out. Red Rocks has excellent growth on a bigger frame. He has a wonderful disposition, is full of natural
muscling and has big testicles as you can see by his mid -November picture. He is one of Gerald’s favourites, he will have a stunning
profile when he matures. This bull ROCKS! We think he is one of a kind! ~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD WALK THE LINE 92F
PG1229785 | CRF 92F | JAN 18 2018 | POLLED PB

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

S: CROSSROAD RED WALKER 52D
CROSSROAD U’LABELLE 793U
SIBELLE BOLERO 10A

D: CROSSROAD CONCETTA 136C
CROSSROAD WANDA 51W
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BW: 77 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 765 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1267 lbs.

Born a 77 lb. twin and as he develops he displays the
soggy thickness of his sire. Red Walker is a Paparazzi son
we raised and has done an excellent job on his first set of
calves. Walk the Line is a good moving bull with excellent
body length, adequate top and spring of rib, a super hair coat
and is maternally sound. On her first try his Bolero dam placed
a bull into the good herd of Reg Griffin at Dundurn, Sk. Here is
a bull with good predictable qualities, he will be dependable and
sire calves that will increase your profits
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD WICHITA 131F

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

S: CROSSROAD RED WALKER 52D

PG1229903 | CRF 131F | JAN 25 2018 | POLLED PB

CROSSROAD U’LABELLE 793U

CROSSROAD BARTENDER 380W

D: CROSSROAD ABSOLUTE 386A
CROSSROAD U’KON 774U
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BW: 93 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 811 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1473 lbs.

A true sale feature. Pictured here in November,this super
dark and hairy Red Walker son has been a standout since day
one. He is a meat machine, full of rib, top, has a big hip and
quarter, large testicles and a good size foot on him too. His
sire Red Walker is a Paparazzi son who did such a great job for
us over the years. His dam is a super Bartender female that
has generations of top producing matriarchs throughout her
pedigree. She will and has always calved in January, so good
fertility in this bloodline. She has placed one fancy daughter
in the herd and sons to RCM Cattle Inc. at Wrentham, Ab.,
and last year’s good Vegas son was purchased by 4M Cattle
Co. at Stauffer, Ab. Calves he sires will be big, dark red and
hairy, females will grow into your best cows ever. Be sure to
check out this quality bull on sale day.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD WHOPPER 83F
PG1229776 | CRF 83F | JAN 16 2018 | POLLED PB

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

S: CROSSROAD RED WALKER 52D
CROSSROAD U’LABELLE 793U
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BW: 92 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 816 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1310 lbs.

TNT GUNNER N208

D: CROSSROAD CLAUDETTE 11C
CROSSROAD ADELLE 248A

A deep dark cherry red son sired by Red Walker who is also coloured the same. Whopper is a tank of a bull, deep and soft made, has a
wicked thick hair coat and large testicles. His moderate framed Gunner dam has a beautiful udder, her calf got stepped on and died last
year but she sure made up for it this year. She is due in early January to Red Stone, would sure like a daughter. When the Whopper calves
are born if they look anything like him, with that much dark red hair, you can go ahead and pre book that holiday you always dreamed of
with the extra money you will get from his calves in the fall.
~ Hetero Polled ~
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CROSSROAD WILDCARD 184F

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

S: CROSSROAD RED WALKER 52D

SG1234412 | CRF 184F | FEB 15 2018 | SCURRED PB

CROSSROAD U’LABELLE 793U
BLCC REPUTATION 357Y

D: CROSSROAD AYLA 348A
NUG POPPY 38X
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BW: 104 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 824 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1328 lbs.

Another good soggy long bodied bull out of Red
Walker. With that dark thick hair coat he will certainly be eye catching on sale day. His dam is a high
percentage fleck cow and his grandam was purchased
from Maxwell Simmentals and produced very well for us.
Good growth for a mid-February born bull along with high
maternal values that will transmit into some heavyweight
calves by fall for his new owner.
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CROSSROAD JOCK 29F

PTG1229351 | CRF 29F | JAN 06 2018 | POLLED PB

VIRGINIA RED TEXAS

S: CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z
CMS LADY GAGA 21X
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BW: 94 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 795 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1389 lbs.

KS RED BY DESIGN N968

D: CROSSROAD TIFFANY 179T
CROSSROAD PHEOBE 78P

Here is a November picture of this deep, dark red Paparazzi transplant son who is moderate framed, has great hair, a good square hip
and muscling throughout. His sire Paparazzi is the $43,000 homo polled high seller we purchased from Czech-Mate Livestock & Outlaw
Cattle Co. at the 2013 Bull Spectrum sale. We sold many of his sons and daughters through past sales with great success. We have several
daughters working in the herd and as you read through the catalogue you will see that they are the dams of some of our top bulls. Jock’s
dam was Jody’s Tiffany cow, we have her daughters and granddaughters working in the herd, two of them are the dams to lots 38 and 51
in the black section of our catalogue. Other daughters were purchased by Erixon Simmentals at Clavet, Sk and Hairy Hill Cattle Co at Hairy
Hill Ab. Four excellent sons were also sold, Gerald had the opportunity to visit with Doug Hoffus from Bjorkdale, Sk.to see a full brother to
Jock that he had purchased in 2015 and also a group of bred heifers his bull had sired and both were extremely impressive! Jock is full of
quality strengths from both sides of his pedigree and also has an amazing temperament of which he will transmit, along with all his other
attributes, into his progeny. Here is a bull that will be an above average producer for his new owners.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD LIMITS 31F

PG1229353 | CRF 31F | JAN 06 2018 | POLLED PB

JF MILESTONE 999W

S: WHF LIMITLESS B011
WHF SIERRA 245S
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D: ROSSROAD DOMINIQUE 86D

BW: 103 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 833 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1468 lbs.

CROSSROAD AUDREY 283A

What an amazing job this Paparazzi sired heifer has done raising her first calf and she is due again in early January. She is the daughter
of the lot 1 Red Supremacy’s dam who is one of our Ursula daughters. So, three generations, a family tradition that raise nothing but
the best. Pictured here in November at ten and a half months of age you can certainly see the undeniable qualities he possesses. He is
put together really well, with a solid colour pattern, excellent thickness throughout, good testicle size and he is a nice headed bull too. I
would guess that he is the longest bodied calf that was ever born on the farm, which is reflected in his birth weight and weaning wt. AND
yearling wt. Breeders are always looking for long bodied cattle with an “extra rib”, this fella has three! He has been a favourite for summer visitors and a family favourite that we are proud of. There are some new genetics here with his Limitless sire and with the power in
the pedigree on his dam’s side, huge potential here for any serious breeder, he is going to make one terrific herdsire! Here is a bull that
deserves serious consideration.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD CARUBA 165F

PG1232583 | CRF 165F | FEB 07 2018 | POLLED PB

WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER

S: RAINBOWRIVER CIRCUIT 10D
RAINBOWRIVER BAILEY 40B
CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

D: CROSSROAD DELANEY 59D
CROSSROAD URSULA 791U
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BW: 92 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 851 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1379 lbs.

We purchased Rainbow River Circuit for the heifer pen
and he has certainly done a good job. Here we have a
moderate birth weight February born bull with good
performance. He is a lower set bull, well balanced with
great colour and a nice head. Born unassisted to a heifer,
which is what we like to see on their first try. His dam is a
Paparazzi x Ursula, you may have read in the previous lots
about the Ursula cow’s accomplishments. Caruba’s dam will
mature into a strong producer, she is due in mid-January
to our exciting new herdsire LCDR American Red 99E that we purchased from Lazy C
Diamond Ranch in North Dakota. Can’t wait to see those calves! Here is a bull that will mature into an impressive
herdsire, take him home knowing you purchased a good one.
~ Hetero Polled ~
Page
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CROSSROAD CHARLESTON 77F

WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER

PG1229769 | CRF 77F | JAN 16 2018 | POLLED PB

S: RAINBOWRIVER CIRCUIT 10D
RAINBOWRIVER BAILEY 40B
SVS PREMIUM 405B

D: CROSSROAD DETROIT 439D
SRH MISS ROCK 7A

E
P
D

CE

12.5

BW

2.1

WW

65.3

YW

89.6

MILK

19.4

MCE MWWT

7.2

52.1

BW: 91 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 782 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1260 lbs.

Moderate framed, solid red good haired with a
good disposition are the traits this good Circuit
son will inject into his offspring. Born unassisted
to a maternally sound, deep bodied Sunny Valley
Premium heifer that has bred back again for a midJanuary calf. Her dam has a flawless udder and is the
dam of lot 26 the Masterlock bull, be sure to check him
out so that you can see the consistency of this bloodline.
Charleston is a moderate birth weight quality bull with some
great maternal strengths to make a positive impact on your next
set of calves.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD CRUISER 25F

PG1229323 | CRF 25F | JAN 05 2018 | POLLED PB

WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER

S: RAINBOWRIVER CIRCUIT 10D
RAINBOWRIVER BAILEY 40B

E
P
D

CE

10.3

BW

3.4

WW

75.8

YW

112.5

MILK

27.6

MCE MWWT

7.8

65.5

BW: 92 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 855 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1508 lbs.

JNR’S PHILOSOPHY

D: CROSSROAD DEJA 85D

CROSSROAD U’MORA 751U

You wonder HOW is it possible for a heifer to raise such a brute! Actual weaning wt. in early Sept. was 935 lbs. His full fleck dam did a
tremendous job raising him and to add yet another layer of quality genetics to this package, her eleven year old dam is another one of
our most prolific producers. She is due with her tenth January born calf, she has three daughters working in the herd, every bull she
raised has been a good one and sold well, check out the performance of her lot 64 Stockbroker bull. Pictured here in November, Cruiser
is a tremendously long bodied bigger bull, full of muscle from front to back, super thick hair coat, has big testicles with an amazing
temperament along with super maternal values. What a list of attributes he will transmit to his progeny! He would sure put some
punch into a group of smaller framed cows. Here is a bull that has all the credentials to make a huge impact on his new owners herd.
Page
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CROSSROAD RED PREDATOR 157F
PG1230402 | CRF 157F | FEB 05 2018 | POLLED PB

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W

S: TSN PREDATOR 45Z

JFRS MS STARQUEST 6S

E
P
D

CE

10.4

BW

1.6

WW

63.9

YW

99.5

MILK

21.4

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

MCE MWWT

2.5

53.4

D: CROSSROAD DELORAINE 125D

BW: 94 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 802 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1338 lbs.

CROSSROAD WEZLYN 933W

Our TSN Predator herdsire has certainly left his mark in our heifer pen, siring calves that are born small and easy, shortening gestations
and all progeny have exhibited tremendous vigor. Two Predator sons were purchased by Belle Plaine Colony at last year’s sale, we seen
them on our way to Agribition this fall and were very impressed. This stylish Predator son was born to a Paparazzi sired heifer. She
belongs to an extremely good cow family that has a long list of accomplishments. Smaller boned with good thickness, rib shape, adequate top and testicle size on Red Predator. Here is a bull that will give you no issues and let you sleep at night during calving season.
If you are looking for a bull with these qualities, he is available to view anytime, it will be worth the trip.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD DENVER 49F

PG1229423 | CRF 49F | JAN 10 2018 | POLLED PB

WFL MR WESTWAY 26Y

S: WFL MR WESTWAY 97D

WFL MISS RED ULTRA 1075Y
CROSSROAD NASCAR 45Z

D: CROSSROAD DAVELON 455D
GREENSPRUCE AVALON 11-A

E
P
D

CE

3.4

BW

3.3

WW

69.0

YW

98.3

MILK

21.1

MCE MWWT

0.3

55.6

BW: 85 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 786 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1348 lbs.

We have five good sons from the super dark red
calving ease WFL Mr Westway 97D herdsire for you
to choose from and they all have admirable qualities.
Moderate birth weight on this solid dark red son that was
mothered by a Crossroad Nascar first calf heifer. Denver
is real easy doing, has a ton of middle, good testicle size
and moves out well on good feet and legs. Some really good
uddered females on both sides of his pedigree add to his
list of credentials as you consider him for your next herd bull.
Order buyers will love his dark red, thick, hairy calves!
~ Homo Polled ~

Page
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CROSSROAD DESOTO 97F

WFL MR WESTWAY 26Y

S: WFL MR WESTWAY 97D

PG1229790 | CRF 97F | JAN 20 2018 | POLLED PB

WFL MISS RED ULTRA 1075Y
SVS PREMIUM 405B

D: CROSSROAD DELORES 31D
CROSSROAD YOHANNA 384Y

E
P
D

CE

-0.9

BW

5.8

WW

78.0

YW

MILK

116.0 20.1

MCE MWWT

-2.9

59.1

BW: 104 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 812 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1438 lbs.

Another good Westway 97D son, he has hair, and lots
of it. His dam is a very strong first calf heifer sired by
our Sunny Valley Premium herdsire, she definitely delivered big time on her first try at mothering and she is bred
back for an early January calf too. Exceptional performance
and thickness throughout on this long bodied bull. He will
sire a group of thick haired calves that are high in performance
and quality.
~ Homo Polled ~
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WFL MR WESTWAY 26Y

S: WFL MR WESTWAY 97D

CROSSROAD DELIVER 138F

PG1229918 | CRF 138F | JAN 27 2018 | POLLED PB

WFL MISS RED ULTRA 1075Y
LWC HEMI 868Z

D: CROSSROAD DAHLIA 423D
CROSSROAD A’BABE 760A

E
P
D

CE

1.1

BW

4.5

WW

62.9

YW

MILK

88.9 26.5

MCE MWWT

-3.9

58.0

BW: 95 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 805 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1384 lbs.

Super dark colour, heavy hair coat and loaded with style will be
your first impression when you see this bull on sale day. This blaze
faced, end of January born Westway 97D son was mothered by a
fleckvieh influenced first calf heifer. It is sure nice to see results
like this on a heifer’s first try. He is the type of bull that would
sure work well on commercial angus females, maintaining thickness and giving his calf crop a bit of chrome. Here is a bull that
will Deliver!

20

CROSSROAD DODGER 39F

WFL MR WESTWAY 26Y

S: WFL MR WESTWAY 97D

SG1229400 | CRF 39F | JAN 08 2018 | SCURRED PB

WFL MISS RED ULTRA 1075Y
ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A

D: CROSSROAD CHER 18C

CROSSROAD TAHITI 637T

E
P
D

CE

3.8

BW

4.3

WW

75.5

YW

MILK

114.0 25.1

MCE MWWT

3.3

BW: 98 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 828 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1407 lbs.

62.9

Dodger is a typical Westway 97D son, long bodied, full of
muscle, awesome performance and has a good disposition.
His wide topped Revelstock dam is a maternal sister to the
dam of Subaru, they come from a long line of good uddered
great producing females. She is bred to our new red herdsire,
American Red, can’t wait to see how those calves look! Dodger
is a good hairy beef bull, he will add payweight to his steers and
his daughters should make exceptional cows, so try to keep as many
as you can for replacements. Dodger would be an excellent choice
for your next herdsire.
Page
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CROSSROAD DIMENSION 114F

WFL MR WESTWAY 26Y

PG1229847 | CRF 114F | JAN 23 2018 | POLLED PB

S: WFL MR WESTWAY 97D

WFL MISS RED ULTRA 1075Y
LFE VEGAS 3145A

D: CROSSROAD DACEY 402D
CROSSROAD 106R

E
P
D

CE

3.9

BW

4.8

WW

YW

72.7 106.1

MILK

22.6

MCE MWWT

2.3

59.0

BW: 92 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 767 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1365 lbs.

A fancy blaze faced Westway 97D son pictured in November at ten months of age. Big testicles on this good haired,
moderate framed soggy bull. He is out of a first calf heifer
that is a transplant Vegas x 106R daughter. She belongs to
a tremendous cow family, she has a full sister and several
maternal siblings working in the herd. Her fourteen year
old 106R dam is still here and looks good, so some definite
longevity in this bloodline. Here is a bull that combines calving
ease with performance and has a good dose of maternal power
to make him a real complete individual . Be sure to check out
Dimension on sale day, he is a good bull.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD CAPONE 72F

PG1229750 | CRF 72F | JAN 15 2018 | POLLED PB

E
P
D

CE

4.4

BW

WW

YW

MILK

3.9 68.5 108.2 24.3

MCE MWWT

0.9

58.6

BW: 101 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 757 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1400 lbs.

We really like this MRL Capone son, a real quality bull with thickness throughout, has a nice small
head and as you can see a tremendous coat of red hair, big testicles and a quiet disposition for
ease of handling. He is a real complete package. We purchased his dam at the Workman dispersal
for $15,000, and while working there, every calf she had was a good one, all her sons had sold
with a couple being lead off and high sellers at sales. She has always calved in January and is
bred back for a mid-January calf, so good fertility in this female too. Here is a bull that you will
be proud to own, when the neighbours see him they will be hoping he is a fence jumper…. right
into their pasture! We really like him and think you will too.
~ Homo Polled ~
Page
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TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268

S: MRL CAPONE 130B
MRL MISS 836W

KIMLAKE INSPIRATION 90T

D: BLCC MISS INSPIRATION 326
BLCC MISS FIVE STAR 65T
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CROSSROAD MONTE CARLO 42F
SG1229409 | CRF 42F | JAN 09 2018 | SCURRED PB

LFE VEGAS 3145A

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D
CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y

E
P
D

CE

10.1

BW

3.2

WW

77.4

YW

MILK

116.4 30.0

MCE MWWT

9.4

ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G

68.7

D: CROSSROAD ARIZONA 729A

BW: 91 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 802 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1464 lbs.

CROSSROAD U’TOPIA 262U

Crossroad Voltage is a deep bodied LFE Vegas x Crosby out of our 106R donor cow. This is his first set of calves and we have six tremendous sons on offer this year. This son is Monte Carlo, pictured here in November, he has an explosion of potential with his massive body, strong top, big hip and rear quarter and big testicles. Such a good disposition too for easy handling. He has good hair and
is solid brown to the hoof other than the little white you see on his face. He has a modest birth weight of 91 lbs. and an actual early
Sept. weaning wt. of 940, so he will certainly put some grow into the calves he sires! His dam is one of our top Rusty females that is
moderate and deep bodied has an excellent udder and is destined to make her way to top matron status. It is by no mistake that she
is bred Voltage again for 2019. Her last year’s good son sold to Bristow Ranching at Heinsburg, Ab. and Gerard Regnier from Makwa
had purchased another. Monte Carlo daughters will be pleasing to the eye and will raise you your best ever. Here is an excellent bull
to buy into, he will easily cover his purchase price the day his sons enter the auction ring!

24

CROSSROAD MEGAVOLT 62F

LFE VEGAS 3145A

PG1229737 | CRF 62F | JAN 13 2018 | POLLED PB

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D
CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
KOP ESPOSITO 95Y

D: CROSSROAD ANNABELLE 701A
CROSSROAD YIZABELLE 540Y

E
P
D

CE

6.0

BW

3.6

WW

67.7

YW

MILK

95.3 28.2

MCE MWWT

5.2

62.1

BW: 98 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 801 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1303 lbs.

These Voltage sons are very impressive as a group.
They all have great hair for that extra eye appeal, are
loaded with natural thickness and good performance.
On sale day your eye will be drawn to Megavolt’s deep
dark red thick hair coat, and you will be thinking that if you
could have a pen full of steers that have as much thickness
and style as him, you will be smiling all the way to the bank.
His dam is an Esposito daughter that has placed good bulls at
Bristow Ranching at Heinsburg, Ab. and Riverbend Colony at Waldheim, Sk. We
also have an excellent daughter sired by Westcott that is due to calve any day and hoping for heifer calves
from both mom and daughter to expand this good cow family. You will be impressed with Megavolt, come and see for yourself, he is
a real good bull for you to assess on sale day.
~ Homo Polled ~
Page
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CROSSROAD MAJOR 32F

LFE VEGAS 3145A

PG1229354 | CRF 32F | JAN 06 2018 | POLLED PB

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D
CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
NCB RED SUSPECT 30S

D: NUG JENNY 33X
NUG PAM 447P

E
P
D

CE

5.6

BW

4.4

WW

73.0

YW

112.1

MILK

26.6

MCE MWWT

4.0

63.1

BW: 100 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 777 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1396 lbs.

Wow! Another super dark red good haired
bull, this seems to be a trend with these Voltage
sons! Major is long bodied, thick made with a good
temperament, looking super stylish in this November
picture. What is he going to look like on sale day three
months from now? His dam was purchased from Maxwell Simmentals and has made a great effort every year,
she is a big volume cow and can really produce. A good son
was purchased by Salty Lake Farms at Watrous, Sk. and Grona
Farms from Porcupine Plain selected a fancy daughter at the 2017 Source sale. Major will mature into a very impressive herd bull, he
has all the credentials to improve a calf crop and make a “Major” difference in the pay check you get in the fall.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD MASTERLOCK 156F
PG1230401 | CRF 156F | FEB 05 2018 | POLLED PB

LFE VEGAS 3145A

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D
CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y

E
P
D

CE

7.4

BW

3.4

WW

77.4

YW

MILK

110.8 23.3

MCE MWWT

5.2

62.0

BW: 98 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 857 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1463 lbs.

R PLUS HARD ROCK 145X

D: SRH MISS ROCK 7A

JONESYS MS TAWNY 85T

Phenomenal growth numbers on this February born Crossroad Voltage son. Pictured in November here is a bull that will have friends
on sale day. Naturally stout in his make-up, long bodied, good colour, big testicles and a very good temperament are some of the
qualities this bull has to offer. His dam is an easy doing cow with a flawless udder and by no mistake is bred back again to Voltage. She
raised a Westcott son last year that was purchased by Spring Creek Colony at Walsh, Ab. We also have an excellent daughter working
in the herd. If you want to raise bigger and better calves, here is a bull that is guaranteed to do just that. His name is Masterlock, Lot
26, Crossroad Farms Bull Sale.
~ Homo Polled ~
Page
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LFE VEGAS 3145A

CROSSROAD MUSCLES 37F

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D

SG1229395 | CRF 37F | JAN 07 2018 | SCURRED PB

CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y

REMINGTON RED LABEL HR

D: CROSSROAD ULTRA-RED 813U
LPN MS BOSS 36K

E
P
D

CE

7.5

BW

4.5

WW

73.1

YW

MILK

MCE MWWT

102.6 29.3

6.1

65.9

BW: 103 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 828 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1334 lbs.

Another excellent bull with all the Voltage qualities
the other sons have. His dam had been a great producer,
she was the dam of Crossroad Navigator, a bull we used
exclusively. She raised good sons for Circle M Farms at Birtle,
Mb., Leo Cadrain, Leask, Sk., and our neighbours down the
road at Brewer Land & Cattle. A great pedigree in Muscles with
Body Builder, Crosby and Red Label, all known for their consistent
production. Here is a quality bull, put some muscle into your calf
crop, you will be glad you did.
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LFE VEGAS 3145A

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D

CROSSROAD MILWAUKEE 17F
PG1229278 | CRF 17F | JAN 05 2018 | POLLED PB

CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
LFE BS LEWIS 322U

D: CROSSROAD YANCIE 336Y
CROSSROAD TWILIGHT 597T

E
P
D

CE

8.8

BW

2.8

WW

YW

MILK

73.6 105.7 25.9

MCE MWWT

4.7

62.7

BW: 90 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 801 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1363 lbs.

A long bodied Voltage son with good thickness throughout and
moves out really well on good feet and legs. His dam is sired by
Stubby which injects natural thickness into his strong pedigree.
Her daughters have sold to Virginia Ranch and Maxwell Simmentals. Milwaukee’s grandam is a T cow, one of the oldest cows on the
farm that is due again in January, so good fertility and longevity
in this bloodline. Here is a bull that will cover a lot of cows and
will add a lot of value to your calf crop.
~ Homo Polled ~
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CROSSROAD RUSTLER 211F

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X

PG1234454 | CRF 211F | MAR 22 2018 | POLLED PB

S: ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A
ERIXON LADY 10U

KNIGHT MR T 255T

D: CROSSROAD COSTCO 931C
CROSSROAD 95R

E
P
D

CE

6.0

BW

4.1

WW

80.1

YW

127.5

MILK

27.3

MCE MWWT

5.8

67.4

BW: 96 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 897 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1400 lbs.

He is the youngest bull in the sale but definitely deserves a spot in the catalogue. He is pictured here less
than nine months of age. He is a son of Revelstock, who
sired many outstanding sons that have been sold through our
sale and his daughters are making phenomenal cows. He was
mothered by a full fleck transplant cow that raised a daughter
purchased at last year’s sale by Stolson Farms at Hodgeville, Sk.
Already big testicles for a late March born bull, good length of body with
adequate thickness and tremendous growth potential for the calves he sires. This
young herdsire will be a money maker, guaranteed!
Page
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CROSSROAD REVOLVER 193F

SG1234421 | CRF 193F | FEB 20 2018 | SCURRED PB

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X

S: ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A
ERIXON LADY 10U

E
P
D

CE

7.0

BW

WW

YW

MILK

4.0 85.9 134.5 29.7

SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

MCE MWWT

5.0

D: CROSSROAD CONFETTI 928C

72.7

CROSSROAD U’MISTY 269U

BW: 96 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 951 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1453 lbs.

My August assessment bull notes say; big bodied meat bull, and when you look at his picture AND see his birth date AND check out his
adjusted weights, you will agree, he is definitely a meat bull. Revolver is a typical Revelstock son full of meat and muscle. His dam is a
model fleck cow sired by Spartacus, who will inject thickness into his progeny like we have never seen from any other sire we have ever
used. His dam comes from an extremely strong cow family that have been exceptional producers. Revolver really gets out and moves
well, he has colour, style, thickness and good size testicles, all the things we all look for in a herd bull. If you want more pounds on your
steers and have replacement females that will raise you the heavy weights, you really need to take a good look at this bull. He could be
one of your best bull purchases ever!
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CROSSROAD REVEL 170F

SG1234398 | CRF 170F | FEB 08 2018 | SCURRED PB

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X

S: ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A
ERIXON LADY 10U
RDD MR 51W

D: CROSSROAD ARLESE 426A
CROSSROAD TARTLET 616T

E
P
D

CE

8.9

BW

2.3

WW

73.4

YW

111.1

MILK

28.4

MCE MWWT

6.3

65.1

BW: 95 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 854 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1350 lbs.

This bull has a big black birth mark on the top of
his back continuing down the other side, but that
beauty spot certainly won’t affect the impressive
heavy weight steers he will sire. He is another big,
deep, long bodied son of Revelstock mothered by a
good uddered RDD cow. His daughters will be excellent producers. Here is a powerful bull that will be
reasonably priced because of the birth mark, so be ready for this
one cowboys – you will get a lot of bang for your buck!
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CROSSROAD RETRO 209F

PG1234452 | CRF 209F | MAR 06 2018 | POLLED PB

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X

S: ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A
ERIXON LADY 10U

ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G

D: CROSSROAD BLANCA 615B
CROSSROAD WAKITA 957W

E
P
D

CE

8.0

BW

3.2

WW

YW

77.3 123.2

MILK

31.8

MCE MWWT

5.5

70.5

BW: 92 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 872 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1440 lbs.

A March born, very attractive Revelstock son that has
that extra top and good overall dimension. Great length
of body too and he should pass on that blaze faced identity
to his offspring. This good performance bull will sire a group
of steer calves that will impress you with how they push the
scales down at weaning. His dam is a fleckvieh cow with Anchor
T Rusty and Evan 14P in her pedigree, two of the best! We have a
daughter working in the herd and her last year’s son was purchased by Garth
Bradley at Naicam, Sk. A strong genetic package here with great performance that you can count on.
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CROSSROAD RICO 199F

PG1234443 | CRF 199F | FEB 26 2018 | POLLED PB

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X

S: ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A
ERIXON LADY 10U

E
P
D

CE

4.8

BW

3.9

WW

YW

MILK

MCE MWWT

81.8 132.7 29.5 70.4

16.2

BW: 94 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 882 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1492 lbs.

CROSSROAD NASCAR 45Z

D: CROSSROAD BECKY 820B
CROSSROAD 94R

Born in the end of February and check out his performance numbers! This is our fourth year of Revelstock progeny. We have several
good daughters working in the herd. He has sired several outstanding bulls for us in past years and Rico will be remembered as one of
them. Pictured here in November, would make him nine months and four days old. He is the definition of “stout” or “tank” would be
another term that would apply. Early maturing heavy weight steers is what he will produce. This unique individual is full of powerful
Crossroad genetics on his dam’s side. Last year a daughter was purchased by Millard farms from Livelong, Sk. Rico is a performance
bull, with lots of middle and big testicles. He will mature into an impressive herd bull that you can trust to sire calves that you will be
proud to say “those are mine”.
~Hetero Polled ~
Page
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CROSSROAD BLACK BOUNTY 13F

BPG1229260 | CRF 13F | JAN 03 2018 | BLACK POLLED PUREBRED

LFE BOUNTY 3118Z

S: WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C
LFE BS MARY 26A

E
P
D

CE

10.8

BW

1.4

WW

YW

69.3 104.9

MILK

19.6

MCE MWWT

6.3

54.3

BW: 81 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 731 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1301 lbs.

TNGL GRAND FORTUNE Z467

D: CROSSROAD DIVA 425D
ERIXON LADY 16B

This is our first set of Bounty Hunter calves and we sure like them. Black Bounty is a very well balanced, stylish black bull with good
hair and solid in his structure. He is smooth in the shoulders and has a calving ease EPD of 10.8. The mother to this bull is a fancy black
Grand Fortune heifer that our oldest granddaughter Olivia claimed for her 4-H project a couple years ago. Champion 4-H female is
what the judge said. She also went on to win the Tiger Lilly Classic in conjunction with the PA EX. In early January, Black Bounty was
born and back to the 4-H show in June with Diva the cow with the incredible udder and her Bounty bull, and the pair takes home the
banner for first place! So Olivia is pretty pumped, this is her first bull to sell, not sure if there will be tears or smiles when he comes
thru the sales ring. I think she is hoping to convince her mom & dad to let her invest her bull sale proceeds into a second heifer. (Her
dad thinks maybe she should be practical and fund some of her own trips to the states to play ball.) Give Jody a call and put some
pressure on him - the girl wants a heifer!! Black Bounty is a good candidate for the heifer pen, he will sire calves that come easy and
grow like crazy. He has a very good pedigree with a lot of potential. Black Bounty has not only covered all the bases, he has hit it right
out of the ball park!
~ Homo Polled - Homo Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK FOCUS 10F

BPG1226477 | CRF 10F | JAN 03 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

LFE BOUNTY 3118Z

S: WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C
LFE BS MARY 26A

E
P
D

CE

9.0

BW

2.2

WW

73.5

YW

113.0

MILK

21.8

MCE MWWT

4.9

CROSSROAD NAVIGATOR 338Y

58.6

D: CROSSROAD CORINA 67C

BW: 84 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 775 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1410 lbs.

CROSSROAD U’ONE 787U

Here is another moderate birth weight solid black Bounty Hunter son. There is a lot to him as you can see in this November picture.
Super long with a ton of middle, big testicles, clean sheath and has a very good disposition. His Crossroad Navigator dam has placed a
good daughter in the herd and is due to calve again in early January. Black Focus is a well-balanced bull with substance, he has natural
fleshing ability and is capable of filling your feedlots with early maturing heavy weight calves. We sure like him and hope you do too.
~ Hetero Polled - Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK STATUS 74F

BPG1229752 | CRF 74F | JAN 15 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

LFE BOUNTY 3118Z

S: WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C
LFE BS MARY 26A

MRC SUPREMACY 260B

D: SFM BS 149D

SFM STUBBY 49A

E
P
D

CE

4.7

BW

4.2

WW

YW

70.6 106.1

MILK

22.3

MCE MWWT

1.7

57.6

BW: 97 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 776 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1346 lbs.

Great hair coat and a nice head on this soft made,
solid black Bounty Hunter son. A little more birth
weight coming from his Supremacy dam’s side, but
it may also give you a little more performance on his
calves as they grow. Nicely uddered dam and she is bred
back to our new Hot Spot bull we purchased from Herter
Simmentals this past spring. Black Status is a well-balanced,
good structured stylish bull that will sire soggy steers and a
great set of replacement females. Make sure you check him out
on sale day.
~ Homo Polled - Homo Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK BIZNESS 76F
BPG1229768 | CRF 76F | JAN 16 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

LFE BOUNTY 3118Z

S: WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C
LFE BS MARY 26A

MAF BLACK LINER 240B

D: CROSSROAD DENZA 146D
CROSSROAD ZENZA 3Z

E
P
D

CE

7.9

BW

4.0

WW

77.8

YW

MILK

121.8 25.1

MCE MWWT

6.6

64.0

BW: 94 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 861 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1514 lbs.

Check out the length on this solid black Bounty Hunter
son and the weaning and the yearling weights. You can
sure see how that extra length of body pays off! This
length and early maturing and fertility with these large
testicles at a young age, will also be transmitted into the
calves he sires. Incredible production for a heifer’s first calf,
her mother is a Crossroad Bartender cow, whose heifer calf this
year is also as long as a freight train, so good production from this cow family. Keep as many daughters
as you can, they will be your bread and butter long after the bull is gone. You have all the facts, you can’t go wrong, buy this bull,
it is a sure way to increase profits from your calf crop.
~ Homo Polled - Homo Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK REBEL 4F

BPG1229252 | CRF 4F | JAN 01 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

WELSH’S WARSAW 312Z

S: HART STATE OF WAR 056C
HART MISS 102

E
P
D

CE

12.9

BW

1.8

WW

YW

83.2 125.3

MILK

21.0

MCE MWWT

8.6

62.6

BW: 83 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 801 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1473 lbs.

SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y

D: CROSSROAD DE-VI 468D
CROSSROAD TIFFANY 179T

We sampled the State of War genetics in the heifer pen and WOW. Calves come easy and then really grow. Black Rebel was pictured
here in November, less than eleven months of age and already looks like a real herdbull. We really like this guy, he is solid black and
very well balanced, lots of eye appeal, good muscling throughout with big testicles and a good disposition. He was the first calf born to
a Spring Creek All In sired heifer and she has bred back for an early January calf. His dam has some of our great ones in her pedigree,
she will carry those strong maternal values through her lifetime giving us high expectations from all her future progeny. Black Rebel
is a real solid bull, you just can’t go wrong adding him to your bull battery.
~ Homo Polled - Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK RIDDLER 24F
BPTG1229322 | CRF 24F | JAN 05 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

LFE GOTHAM 819Y

S: LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
LFE BS CHARO 23Y

E
P
D

CE

7.3

BW

3.5

WW

YW

MILK

83.4 124.9 30.2

TNT GUNNER N208

MCE MWWT

7.3

71.9

D: CROSSROAD URSULA 791U

BW: 86 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 807 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1359 lbs.

HILLCREST MISS RUSTY 61M

LFE The Riddler has been utilized by a cross section of progressive breeders with impressive results. Here is a powerful embryo transplant, extremely stylish Riddler son with that all important money stripe. We really like this bull and his flushmate brother, lot 42. Our
Crossroad Ursula donor cow is the dam of this bull, she has five sons in the sale from four different sires, lots 2,3,4,39 & 42, they are all
exceptional herdsire prospects. We have three of her daughters working in the herd, two daughters have sons in the sale lots 1&13 and a
granddaughter is the dam of the Limits bull lot 12. Check them out, you will see the consistent quality this cow family is producing and
will pass on to the next generations. We also have nine Ursula daughters in the replacement pen that are flat out awesome! Crossroad
Black Riddler is a nice headed bull, full of internal dimension, structurally sound, had an actual Sept.8th weaning wt. of 955 lbs. If you
keep replacement females, if you are a breeder, if you want to increase your weaning weights, if you want to move your program forward,
take a serious look at this bull, there is consistency here that you can rely on.
~ Homo Polled – Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK DYNAMO 90F
BPG1229783 | CRF 90F | JAN 18 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W

S: TSN PREDATOR 45Z

JFRS MS STARQUEST 6S
NCB COBRA 47Y

D: SFM BS 32D
SFM BS 61B

E
P
D

CE

15.1

BW

1.4

WW

58.7

YW

MILK

86.8 19.0

MCE MWWT

8.4

48.4

BW: 91 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 735 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1277 lbs.

A moderate framed stylish bull sired by TSN Predator,
our calving ease specialist. He has good performance,
adequate thickness and that all important money stripe
on the face. This is the first calf from a Cobra heifer that
we purchased from the Stoughton dispersal and she has
bred back for an early January calf. Black Dynamo is smooth
in the shoulders and has a calving ease EPD of 15.1. Here is a
bull that will sire some outstanding females and attractive sons
that are right for today’s market.
~ Hetero Polled – Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK MILE 194F

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W

BPG1234422 | CRF 194F | FEB 21 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

S: TSN PREDATOR 45Z

JFRS MS STARQUEST 6S
SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y

D: CROSSROAD D’MILLIE 160D
CROSSROAD X-AMILLIE 213X

E
P
D

CE

17.0

BW

-1.5

WW

50.4

YW

71.4

MILK

MCE MWWT

21.7 10.0

46.9

BW: 69 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 752 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1229 lbs.

We sure didn’t think that he would turn into much
because he was so small at birth, but he sure did grow!
Sired by our calving ease specialist TSN Predator and
mothered by an All In heifer that knows how to get the
job done. Her full sister is the dam to lot 53, they belong
to a very strong cow family. This smooth made bull will offer
low birth weights combined with natural fleshing ability, super
style along with his abundance of hair. Here is a real interesting
herd bull prospect, with a calving ease EPD at 17.0. Black Mile
could just be the bull you have been looking for.
~ Hetero Polled - Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK REACTOR 115F
BPTG1229849 | CRF 115F | JAN 23 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

LFE GOTHAM 819Y

S: LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
LFE BS CHARO 23Y

E
P
D

CE

8.9

BW

3.3

WW

83.1

YW

MILK

126.0 33.2

MCE MWWT

8.4

74.8

BW: 93 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 882 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1444 lbs.

TNT GUNNER N208

D: CROSSROAD URSULA 791U
HILLCREST MISS RUSTY 61M

Super growth on this solid black Embryo transplant full brother to lot 39. Black Reactor is a very good bull, he checks all the boxes, so
well balanced, good feet and legs, testicle size, thickness from front to back, nice heads on these Riddler brothers too, and lots of style.
The dam is our Ursula cow as you can see on the lot 39 footnotes. This Riddler x Ursula mating has proved to be a great one and eleven
year old Ursula is due again in mid-January, hoping for another daughter. Black Reactor has a ton of maternal values to pass on to his
progeny, and will raise the status of your herd through his daughters you retain. We think he will be an outstanding breeding bull and
play a big part of the future of your program.
~ Hetero Polled – Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK RANGER 7F

BPG1229255 | CRF 7F | JAN 01 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

MRC WALL STREET 183Z

S: MRC SUPREMACY 260B

TWIN CHIEF ULYSSES 260U

E
P
D

CE

5.5

BW

4.5

WW

YW

83.3 123.7

MILK

22.3

CROSSROAD BLACK BELT 325W

MCE MWWT

2.9

64.0

D: CROSSROAD ZESTY 96Z

BW: 72 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 801 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1371 lbs.

CROSSROAD X-ESTHER 173X

A twin to lot 44, here is a pair of bulls with a lot of substance that we are sure you will like. Sired by our walking herdsire MRC Supremacy
whose calves are all super long spined. He has five powerful sons in the sale this year, four blacks and lot 1 Red Supremacy. Black Ranger
was grafted to another cow so he was a little lighter at weaning than his twin, but still 915 lbs on Sept 8th. His Crossroad Black Belt sired
dam has been an excellent producer, all her calves she has brought home in the fall are heavyweights. So with this sire/dam combination
of genetics these brothers are guaranteed to sire calves that will be your heaviest. Check out the above average EPD’s for growth. Black
Ranger is a solid black, thick Supremacy son with a good hair coat, large testicles, a good disposition and that oh so important extra rib.
If you are looking for a black bull with substance to add extra pounds to your calf crop and sire exceptional replacement heifers, you
had better have this guy on your list to check out on sale day.
~ Homo Polled – Hetero Black ~

44

CROSSROAD BLACK ROOKIE 6F

MRC WALL STREET 183Z

BPG1229254 | CRF 6F | JAN 01 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

S: MRC SUPREMACY 260B

TWIN CHIEF ULYSSES 260U
CROSSROAD BLACK BELT 325W

D: CROSSROAD ZESTY 96Z

CROSSROAD X-ESTHER 173X

E
P
D

CE

5.5

BW

4.5

WW

YW

83.3 123.7

MILK

22.3

MCE MWWT

2.9

64.0

BW: 78 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 811 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1427 lbs.

A twin to lot 43 with a Sept.8th actual weaning
wt. of 960 lbs is a long way to come from a 78
pound birth weight!! Tremendous bull power here.
Black Rookie is another good haired, solid black Supremacy son that is hard to fault with his overall good
body type. He has a ton of middle, is wide topped with
a thick butt and carrying that all important extra rib. His
highly fertile dam has certainly earned her keep, all her
calves have been born in January and she is due again in January to
Crossroad Red Stetson, can’t wait to see that calf!! Her last year’s bull calf was purchased by Moore
Ranching from Loon Lake, Sk. and the year before to Circle M Farms at Birtle, Mb. Here is a bull that can add those extra pounds
to your calf crop and sire exceptional replacement heifers that will continue on with the tradition of bringing home those heavy weight
calves. So keep as many heifers as you can they will give you yearly dividends that will just keep coming, long after the bull is gone. Huge
herd bull potential here and a real good investment that will give you a quick return and then some!
							
~ Homo Polled – Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK BULLET 163F
BPG1232581 | CRF 163F | FEB 06 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

MRC WALL STREET 183Z

S: MRC SUPREMACY 260B

TWIN CHIEF ULYSSES 260U
CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

D: CROSSROAD BETHANY 824B
CROSSROAD X-IFFANY 414X

E
P
D

CE

2.7

BW

5.6

WW

87.1

YW

MILK

131.5 20.7

MCE MWWT

1.5

64.3

BW: 98 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 876 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1454 lbs.

Another good Supremacy son with lots to him.
Pictured here in November at ten and a half months
of age, how deep and long is he going to be when he
matures? Solid black, good structure, moves out well,
huge testicles and loaded with performance is what you
can expect when you come to see him on sale day. His dam
is a Paparazzi/ Gunner, these are extremely good bloodlines
full of high maternal values and growth. She raised a good
son purchased by Drennan Farms at Clavet, Sk. and a daughter was
purchased at last year’s sale by Y Coulee Land & Cattle at Frenchman Butte, Sk. Put
Black Bullet to work for you, he can give you the weaning weights you have always wanted and leave you
with highly productive daughters. No guess work here.
~ Homo Polled - Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK SUPREME 148F
BPG1229958 | CRF 148F | JAN 30 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

MRC WALL STREET 183Z

S: MRC SUPREMACY 260B

TWIN CHIEF ULYSSES 260U

E
P
D

CE

3.8

BW

4.6

WW

YW

87.8 139.1

MILK

22.5

MCE MWWT

3.8

66.4

BW: 97 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 831 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1567 lbs.

SFM RED DYNAMITE 3P

D: CROSSROAD X-SKYE 432X
LPN STARDUST 694R

Supremacy sons are real beef bulls, long, deep, loaded with muscle and performance. Also pictured in November, showing you all he
has as a ten month old calf. We are pleased to be able to show you the potential these animals have at a younger age, not just on sale
day when they always look their best. As you can see, this is an extremely good bull, solid black, deep, big rump, thickness throughout
and a good disposition too. His dam has also raised a good son that was purchased by Dave Turko at Newbrook, Ab. Black Supreme will
mature into an impressive herdsire, and just like him, his calves are going to grow, might even be the best you’ve ever had. Be sure to
put a checkmark in your catalogue, Lot 46, that good black bull.
~ Homo Polled - Hetero Black ~
Page
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CROSSROAD BLACKSTONE 58F

BPTRS1229458 | CRF 58F | JAN 12 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

W/C LOCK DOWN 206Z

S: WS STEPPING STONE B44
WS MS UPGRADE Z15

E
P
D

CE

8.2

BW

1.9

WW

YW

MILK

70.8 108.7 32.6

IPU CODE RED 53Y

MCE MWWT

4.5

68.0

D: IPU MS. CODE RED 249A

SBSF MS WARRIOR 53U
BW: 94 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 805 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1440 lbs.
A true sale feature sired by the popular Stepping Stone. Blackstone is an embryo transplant bull and full sibling to the exceptional Red Rocks, lot 6
in the red division. Their dam is our very fertile IPU Code Red donor cow. She flushes very well with twenty plus number ones every time and then
breeds back on the next cycle. She is due in late January to our new walking herdsire, LCDR American Red and we are sure excited to see that calf!
We have seven of her daughters retained in the herd, some are just starting to calve and just like their dam, their udder quality is excellent. She had
five sons in last year’s sale that averaged $18,900. Maternal sons were purchased by Jean Francois Leblond, C Spring Farming, Doug Krepps, Hairy Hill
Cattle Co. and Blackstone’s full brother named Red Stone was a high seller purchased by Meadow Acres at Lampman, Sk. Blackstone is a powerful
bull and also one of Gerald’s favourites. He is super long bodied, has excellent growth on a bigger frame. He is full of natural muscling, has a great
disposition and good testicle development. He is our type of bull, we sure like him.
So, just to keep things straight, in case you are feeling a bit stoned. There are three full brothers, sired by Stepping Stone. Red Stone sold at last year’s
sale to Meadow Acres for $26,000, Red Rocks is the awesome lot 6 bull in this catalogue and Blackstone is the thick lot 47 bull. In our part of the
country we have lots of stones and rocks and any mention of them means work! But in this situation which ever brother you choose, you will be able
to just sit back, relax and count….. all the extra money you will make from the calves that either one of these “Stone” brothers sires.
~ Homo Polled - Hetero Black ~
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YARDLEY LAD A440

CROSSROAD BLACK BOOSTER 208F

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y

BPRS1234451 | CRF 208F | MAR 06 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

CROSSROAD SLAPSHOT 504S

D: CROSSROAD X-ADRAIN 410X
CROSSROAD 106R

E
P
D

CE

7.5

BW

WW

2.8 68.1

YW

MILK

102.9 28.0

MCE MWWT

5.9

62.1

BW: 95 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 833 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1435 lbs.
We have a large sire group from our Next up herdsire
with eleven sons on offer this year. We purchased the
$42,000 homo polled, homo black Wheatland Next Up
bull for his outcross genetics. His daughters will be a strong
base for us to build on, they are a very impressive group. The
popularity of the white face has never been hotter in black
cattle and Black Booster will certainly add this highly marketable
feature to his calves. He is real eye catching, has extra length, is
very smooth made and clean in his lines. Jody measures all scrotals
in early December to make sure they are adequate and Black Booster
has no issues in that department. Although he was born in March and
pictured at just over nine months, he certainly hasn’t wasted any time catching up to the other bulls. He has an extremely strong
Slapshot dam, she is another daughter out of our JGL 106R donor cow. Her last year’s good bull was purchased by Crystal Springs Colony at Magrath,
Ab. for $16,000. Black Booster has high maternal values from his dam and grandam that you just don’t find every day, you will be amazed at the calves
these Black Booster daughters will bring home, try to keep every daughter you can. Here is a bull that will not be a year old on sale day but that will
not affect the stylish calves that buyers will pay a premium for.
~ Hetero Polled - Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK FORUM 174F

BPRS1234402 | CRF 174F | FEB 11 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y
TESS BLACK TITAN

D: CROSSROAD CLARABELLE 929C
CROSSROAD WILLABELL 377W

E
P
D

CE

6.1

BW

3.1

WW

64.3

YW

94.9

MILK

21.6

MCE MWWT

2.7

15.9

BW: 96 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 770 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1250 bs.

A mid-February Next Up son looking pretty sharp
with his thick hair coat and chrome on the face. Great
body type, long and very clean fronted while still having a wide top and a big butt, also very sound and free
moving. The good people at Silvertop Simmentals from
Rimbey, Ab. purchased a fancy heifer and full sibling to
this bull at the 2017 Source. Here is a really stylish bull,
can you imagine having a whole pen of sons and daughters
that look like him?
~ Homo Polled – Homo Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK TIGER 128F

BPRS1229886 | CRF 128F | JAN 25 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y

E
P
D

CE

6.8

BW

3.3

WW

YW

MILK

70.9 102.0 19.9

MCE MWWT

3.1

55.4

BW: 97 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 779 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1377 lbs.

MRL EL TIGRE 52Z

D: IPU MS. EL TIGRESS 12B
IPU 403P PASHMENIA 245Z

Pictured here in November at ten months of age, full of volume, big butt, you can certainly see the potential this bull has to offer. Lee
Ranch from Montana purchased his full brother at last year’s sale for $10,000. We bought his good uddered El Tigre dam as a heifer
calf from Barry Labatte for $18,000. I don’t know if it was the coyotes or wolves that liked her first calf as much as we did, always happens to the expensive ones! We had harvested a few Ignition embryos from her as a heifer and have an exceptional daughter working
in the herd. Black Tiger is a super stylish solid black bull out of our Wheatland Next Up herd sire that is sure to be popular on sale day.
You are all invited, so come and check him out!
~ Hetero Polled – Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK ZORRO 132F

BPRS1229905 | CRF 132F | JAN 25 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y

E
P
D

CE

6.8

BW

3.2

WW

60.8

YW

MILK

88.4 22.3

REMINGTON GENERALLEE 106T

MCE MWWT

4.0

52.7

D: CROSSROAD YA’ZINNIA 493Y
CROSSROAD TIFFANY 179T

BW: 94 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 748 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1300 lbs.

Here is another Next up son with that all important money stripe on his face that buyers like to see. He is very eye appealing with ample
thickness, a wide top and big butt end. Good testicle size on him and sound on all fours. His dam is a Crossroad Tiffany daughter and
Tiffany is the dam of lot 11, so you can check out what grandma has raised. His dam has always calved in January and is due with her
eighth calf again in January, so good fertility in this bloodline. We have one daughter working in the herd, another was purchased by
our friends the Beaulac family in Spiritwood. Sons have sold to Barry Kalinski at La Corey,Ab., Shawn Stadnyk at Bruno, Sk., and Green
Park Farms at Glaslyn, Sk. Here is a real good bull for you to assess on sale day.
~ Homo Polled-Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK LIBERTY 140F
BPRS1229924 | CRF 140F | JAN 27 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y

SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y

D: CROSSROAD CHARITY 908C
CROSSROAD WIMBERLY 378W

E
P
D

CE

5.1

BW

4.2

WW

66.7

YW

96.5

MILK

21.7

MCE MWWT

4.3

55.1

BW: 98 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 760 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1322 lbs.

Another very stylish Next up son that has a real herd
bull presence look to him. We are definitely pleased
with our Next up progeny and are proud to have him
walking in our pastures. Black Liberty was born the end
of January, he is solid black, with good body length, ample
thickness, large testicles and good structure. His dam is a
very eye appealing young Spring Creek All In daughter with
an incredible udder. She comes from a very good cow family
that have all been good producers. Here is an excellent bull with a
lot of good qualities. He will mature into a very impressive herdsire.
~ Homo Polled-Hetero Black ~
Page
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CROSSROAD BLACK VALUE 14F

YARDLEY LAD A440

BPRS1226482 | CRF 14F | JAN 04 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y

SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y

D: CROSSROAD CAMILLE 54C
CROSSROAD X-AMILLIE 213X

E
P
D

CE

6.1

BW

4.3

WW

YW

MILK

71.2 102.5 23.8

MCE MWWT

5.2

59.4

BW: 79 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 737 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1343 lbs.

Born a 79 pound twin, the other brother was very
good too but got stepped on and only had one testicle, so he is gone. Black Value is another solid black
Next up son. We are calving out his first set of heifers
and the udder quality looks exceptional. We sold three
Next Up sons at last year’s sale and they are all working
well. Black Value was mothered by an All In female that
is a full sister to the dam of the lot 41 bull, they belong to
a very strong cow family. Her last year’s calf was a fancy
Grand Fortune heifer that was purchased by KT Ranches at
Kelowna, B.C. Our granddaughters remind us often that they
would have certainly liked to have kept her too! We think this bull will sire some outstanding calves. With
the history of high maternal values in this cow family his daughters should be kept for replacement heifers, Black
Value would be an excellent choice for your next herd bull.
~ Homo Polled - Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK FORCE 155F

BPRS1230400 | CRF 155F | FEB 04 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y

E
P
D

CE

4.5

BW

WW

YW

MILK

4.4 68.9 100.0 22.1

MCE MWWT

5.9

56.6

BW: 96 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 779 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1331 lbs.

CROSSROAD BLACK BOLT263A

D: CROSSROAD CAMRYN 98C
CROSSROAD TASMYN 626T

Now this is style. Another Wheatland Next up son born to a second calver that is full of powerful females in her bloodlines, they are
the kind you could count on year after year to bring home the best. Lee Peterson from Moose Jaw purchased her good son last year.
Imagine Black Force in a couple years, showing off all his maturity in your front pasture, the neighbours will be hoping he is a fence
jumper so he can come visit their cows. Good performance, great hair, stunning profile with the money stripe, chalked full of maternal
traits, all the qualities that adds value to his progeny. Put a check mark beside him in your catalogue, you will be glad you did.
					
~ Homo Polled - Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK FINALE 121F

BPRS1229870 | CRF 121F | JAN 24 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y

DRIFTING “M” DOUBLEDOG42N

D: CROSSROAD 106R

CROSSROAD NIGHTMIST 43N

E
P
D

CE

BW

7.2

WW

2.8

61.0

YW

MILK

90.7 28.6

MCE MWWT

4.4

59.1

BW: 97 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 769 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1395 lbs.

Black Finale is another excellent Next up son that is the natural calf from Jody’s fourteen year old donor cow JGL 106R. She has made
quite a name for herself with a lifetime of success. She has 35 registered calves, ten of her sons have sold at our bull sales in the last
two years averaging $10,125, we have a dozen daughters retained in the herd and one of those is the dam of our Crossroad Voltage
herdsire. Beechinor Bros. from Bentley Ab. purchased a heifer calf at the 2017 Source for $10,250. Old 106R has definitely earned her
keep! She has two sons in the sale this year, lot 5, a red transplant Vegas son and Black Finale who is a very good solid black bull. He is
super thick, has a good hip, plenty of middle, easy moving with incredible hair coat and big testicles. Here is a quality bull that will add
maternal power and predictability to his calves. Buy with confidence.
~ Hetero Polled – Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK PEPPER 142F

BPRS1229928 | CRF 142F | JAN 28 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8
YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

D: CROSSROAD CAPTIVIA 77C
MUIRHEADS GEMSTONE 95Z

E
P
D

CE

2.3

BW

5.3

WW

74.0

YW

111.6

MILK

19.6

MCE MWWT

0.1

56.6

BW: 107 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 796 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1394 lbs.

Adding some chrome and some pounds has never
been a bad decision. Here is a bull with the complete
package, good growth, and structurally sound. He has
an awesome pedigree and comes from great uddered
females. His 680S grandam is the thickest cow we have,
she has a super daughter in the replacement pen and a
full sibling to Black Pepper that is due to calve any day. The
Paparazzi bloodline from his dam is a real bonus too. You have to appreciate Black
Pepper’s long body which as we all know that extra length will add a few pounds on to the birth weight. He has a rugged herd
bull look with his impressive muscle. A lot of potential in this Next Up son, he will raise some very stylish, saleable progeny.
								~ Homo Polled - Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK DICE 79F

BPRS1229772 | CRF 79F | JAN 16 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y
KOP ESPOSITO 95Y

D: CROSSROAD BAEZ 554B

CROSSROAD WOODSTOCK 953W

E
P
D

CE

5.1

BW

3.4

WW

67.2

YW

MILK

96.4 26.3

MCE MWWT

4.7

59.9

BW: 95 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 799 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1351 lbs.

Black Dice is a very good bull, sired by Next Up and
mothered by a fancy Esposito daughter that has a ton
of maternal power in her pedigree. Lee Ranch Co. from
Montana purchased a son at the 2017 bull sale. This bull’s
maternal grandam is our Woodstock cow, she has raised
some of our best bulls ever. We were very impressed with the
females her sons sired at the Rosebud Colony, they will be top
producers for years to come. Along with Black Dice’s dam we have three
of her strong Woodstock daughters working in the herd. Black Dice is super thick has a big butt, good testicle
size and growth along with those undeniable maternal strengths, makes this bull an excellent choice for you
to check out on sale day.
~ Hetero Polled – Hetero Black ~
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CROSSROAD BLACK CHARMER 173F
BPRS1234401 | CRF 173F | FEB 11 2018 | BLACK POLLED 7/8

YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y

E
P
D

CE

4.8

BW

4.1

WW

75.8

YW

MILK

111.6 18.5

MCE MWWT

1.8

56.4

BW: 97 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 882 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1362 lbs.

WFL MR WESTWAY 94W

D: CROSSROAD YONDER 495Y
CROSSROAD TEXAS 225T

Should have called this one Black Hairy! Tremendous hair coat on this solid black Next Up son. Very good bull here with good testicle
development and impressive thickness throughout. His dam raised bulls for our good neighbours at Cattle Creek Crossing and also
Crooked Creek Crossing at Big River. A daughter sold at our 2017 sale to Triangle 33 at Earl Grey, Sk. His dam was hurt, maybe from
riding in the spring, but she made sure her calf was fed well over the summer. A tremendous February born bull that weaned off in
early September over 900 pounds. Here is a bull that can move your program forward, he will sire calves that will tip the scales and
daughters that will raise heavy weights for years to come.
~ Homo Polled – Hetero Black ~
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SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
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CROSSROAD POLLED FUTURE 35C

CROSSROAD SUBARU 73C

RWR STEIGER 2D

CROSSROAD SALUTE 46F

T1229420 | CRF 46F | JAN 09 2018 | HORNED FF

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S

E
P
D

CE

8.9

BW

2.7

WW

66.0

YW

MILK

94.9 43.3

MCE MWWT

7.5

76.3

BW: 90 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 781 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1333 lbs.

VIRGINIA SANTIAGO 960S

D: BROCK UMBRA
BRK PLAY MATE

Spartacus has definitely left his mark, siring several high priced sons and daughters selected by both breeders and good commercial
cattlemen. We have another very impressive sire group to offer you. Here is another good Spartacus x Umbra transplant son. Pictured
here in mid-November, you can certainly see the natural muscle expression he exhibits at this early age. Spartacus daughters are
milking and you can judge for yourself as you read through this catalogue on how well they are producing. Umbra is eleven and is not
showing any sign of slowing down, she is due again in mid-January to our new polled FSS Maximus son. Umbra daughters have been
purchased by Red Willow Ranch, Kulyk Simmentals, Black Gold Simmentals, Aumack Simmentals and Virginia Ranch. Some undeniable
qualities in this tremendously thick herd sire, backed up with strong maternal traits. You could drive many miles looking for a stylish
full fleck, goggle eyed bull that is as good as this one.
		
~ Diluter ~
Page
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CROSSROAD SPARTAN 18F

T1229286 | CRF 18F | JAN 05 2018 | HORNED FF

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S

E
P
D

CE

8.5

BW

3.1

WW

71.1

YW

MILK

101.7 38.0

VIRGINIA SANTIAGO 960S

MCE MWWT

7.2

73.6

D: BROCK UMBRA
BRK PLAY MATE

BW: 91 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 769 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1305 lbs.

This is another thick, soggy, double goggled full fleck Spartacus x Umbra transplant that does have that traditional Simmental white
band on the other side but that certainly won’t affect the quality calves he will produce. While touring several customer herds we sure
could pick out the calves that our Spartacus sons have sired for them. The most valuable trait is ease of fleshing, and that is where
Spartacus genetics shine, his calves have that extra muscling. Good performance from this future herd sire, here is a bull that will sire
some good ones.
~ Diluter free ~
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CROSSROAD SHOCKWAVE 151F
1230216 | CRF 151F | FEB 02 2018 | HORNED FB

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S
BBBG BRADOCK 2T

D: CROSSROAD XANDI 265X
CROSSROAD NISHKA 256N

E
P
D

CE

3.2

BW

5.1

WW

77.1

YW

110.1

MILK

35.5

MCE MWWT

3.2

74.1

BW: 104 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 842 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1404 lbs.

Spartacus… raised by our good friend Philippe
Bellavance at Ferme Sibelle from Quebec and
co-owned with Little Willow Creek. One of the
best bulls we have ever used. Here is another typical
made Spartacus son, extremely thick, full of meat and
really moves out well. Mothered by a Bradock cow that
has left us two productive daughters working in the herd.
Good performance, extreme length, good testicle development and great disposition on this Shockwave bull, he will not
have trouble finding a home on sale day.
~ Diluter free ~
Page
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CROSSROAD SAGA 96F

1229789 | CRF 96F | JAN 20 2018 | HORNED FB
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U

D: CROSSROAD ZEANN 135Z
CROSSROAD NEANNA 250N

E
P
D

CE

8.5

BW

3.8

WW

YW

MILK

73.4 100.9 32.1

MCE MWWT

6.6

68.8

BW: 103 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 818 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1399 lbs.

Wow, this Radium daughter knows how to raise a calf! This
guy is deep and thick over the top with good testicle size. He
is active in the bull pen, moves out well with his extremely long
body and is just waiting for his cow herd so he can get the job done.
Good colour, good hair coat and small goggles give him the eye appeal
to get your attention, a real herd bull in the making.
~ Diluter free ~
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CROSSROAD
STINGRAY 61F
1229464 | CRF 61F | JAN 13 2018 | HORNED FB

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S

E
P
D

CE

6.5

BW

WW

4.4 80.5

YW

MILK

119.6 33.7

MCE MWWT

7.8

74.0

BW: 102 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 840 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1438 lbs.

SBV IMPERIAL 204W

D: SBV FLORE 419Y

IPU MS LAREDO 143T

Another powerful body type on this stylish Spartacus son and backed by a tremendous cow family, one of our best. We purchased his
dam as a calf from Mark Land & Cattle and Wow, what a producer! She has an excellent udder, always settles on her first service and
is due with her seventh January calf. She has three excellent daughters working in the herd and a fourth was sold at the 2017 Source
sale to Maxwell Simmentals at Viking Alberta. This bloodline crossed with the Spartacus qualities is a guaranteed sure thing. Good
temperament, great colour and hair, Stingray will sire the best and the heaviest. He will leave daughters that you can count on to
continue with the family tradition of top production. Stingray looked like a herd bull at five months of age, proven genetics here that
equal pure profit.
~ Diluter free ~
Page
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CROSSROAD STOCKBROKER 8F
1229256 | CRF 8F | JAN 02 2018 | HORNED FF

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S

E
P
D

CE

6.9

BW

3.6

WW

YW

73.4 105.7

MILK

37.5

BFP BOLAGI N522E

MCE MWWT

4.9

74.2

D: CROSSROAD U’MORA 751U

BW: 92 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 824 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1403 lbs.

CROSSROAD STARLA 473S

One of Gerald’s favourites, pictured here close to eleven months of age. One of the reasons we picture so early is so that you can see
the potential these young bulls have and not just make your decision on sale day when they look their best. Stockbroker has tremendous length packed full of meat and muscle all on a little larger, solid structure. He was mothered by our old faithful, eleven years
old and she still brings home one of our best calves every year and so do her three daughters. In mid- January she will be having her
tenth January born calf, so there is definitely fertility and longevity in this bloodline. The natural thickness that Spartacus adds to this
package will certainly make you look twice when you first see him on sale day. And as you watch Stockbrokers first set of calves grow
you will know he was worth every dollar you spent to own him.
~ Diluter free ~
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CROSSROAD STABILIZER 190F
1234418 | CRF 190F | FEB 17 2018 | HORNED FF

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S

MFI CORNERSTONE 7187

D: CROSSROAD X-SASHA 287X
CROSSROAD SASHA 533S

E
P
D

CE

9.5

BW

3.8

WW

YW

72.8 105.0

MILK

31.6

MCE MWWT

7.4

68.0

BW: 97 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 806 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1350 lbs.

Good testicle development on this mid-February
born full fleck Spartacus son. He has a wide top with
a ton of thickness, overall balance and that real herd
bull presence about him. Mothered by a deep bodied
Cornerstone dam that has always calved and is due again
in January. We have three of her productive daughters retained in the herd, one being a fancy full sibling to Stabilizer.
Here is a bull with a lot of potential, we are confident he will sire
an impressive set of calves. Keep all the daughters you can out of
this one!
~ Diluter free ~
Page
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CROSSROAD SPOTLIGHT 21F
T1229319 | CRF 21F | JAN 05 2018 | HORNED FF

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S

E
P
D

CE

8.7

BW

5.0

WW

77.7

YW

MILK

113.4 30.2

MCE MWWT

4.9

DOUBLE BAR D CHESAPEAKE

69.1

D: SBV PIXIE 793A

BW: 98 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 772 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1308 lbs.

DLH MISS PIXIE 6P

Spotlight’s dark cherry red Chesapeake dam was a $29,000 high seller at the 2015 Friday Night Lights sale and is co-owned with our
friends at Groupe BBBG in Quebec. Spartacus was the obvious choice when it came time to flushing and Spotlight is the result. We
really like him, good hair and colour, big wrap around goggles, good testicle development and sound on his feet. We think as a mature
bull his stature will be stunning. Study this pedigree and you will find tremendous maternal strengths that make this future full fleck
herd sire a very interesting find.
~ Diluter free ~
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CROSSROAD BULLET 192F

S1234420 | CRF 192F | FEB 19 2018 | SCURRED FF
ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G

S: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT

PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
CROSSROAD SINATRA 557S

D: CROSSROAD U’LITA 851U
CROSSROAD PATIENCE 313P

E
P
D

CE

6.8

BW

4.8

WW

YW

MILK

75.4 109.3 32.1

MCE MWWT

5.5

69.8

BW: 104 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 874 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1508 lbs.

Bullet is a very complete big bodied full fleck bull sired by Blueprint. He was raised by a 10 year old Sinatra daughter. Crossroad
Sinatra was a high priced bull purchased by Doug Marjoram and
Windmill Stock Farm, and we sure wish we would have used him
more. Bullet’s dam gets the job done every year. Her calves have been
purchased by both purebred breeders and good commercial cattlemen.
Rafter 4T from Hairy Hill Ab. purchased our high selling Spartacus son
from her at our 2017 sale for $30,000. We seen him on our fall tour, he looks
tremendous and they have some excellent progeny from him. Bullet will sire females
you won’t want to part with and his growthy well-muscled calves will add value to your calf crop.
				
~ Diluter ~
Page
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CROSSROAD BLUEGRASS 134F
P1229910 | CRF 134F | JAN 26 2018 | SCURRED FB

ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G

S: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT

PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
MFI CORNERSTONE 7187

D: CROSSROAD X-IONA 282X
CROSSROAD POPPY 271P

E
P
D

CE

9.5

BW

3.9

WW

YW

MILK

74.0 110.0 30.3

MCE MWWT

8.2

67.3

BW: 99 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 819 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1408 lbs.

Blueprint is sired by Anchor T Rusty, and you
will see Rusty in many of our pedigrees, they
have been some of our best producing cows over
the years. The Blueprint bloodline will leave some
exceptional females and when you add the consistent
genetics of Cornerstone into the mix, you have a guaranteed cow maker, so keep all these Bluegrass daughters.
His dam comes from an incredibly strong cow family with
predictability stacked up for generations. Her sons have
sold to Degenhardt Bros. from Goodsoil, Don Farnell at Sonningdale, Sk. and our good neighbours the Johnsons from Windmill Stock
Farm just down the road from us. Good qualities in this guy, great colour, very stylish with good muscling in all the right places. We
think you are going to like him, he is sure to catch the attention of good cattlemen on sale day. 		
~ Diluter free ~
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CROSSROAD BOURBON 26F
P1229324 | CRF 26F | JAN 05 2018 | POLLED FF

ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G

S: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT

PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL

E
P
D

CE

12.3

BW

2.7

WW

YW

MILK

73.8 108.5 34.2

MCE MWWT

8.2

71.1

BW: 90 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 801 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1371 lbs.

SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

D: CROSSROAD CYBELLE 102C
MFI HELGA 9001

Starwest Pol Blueprint has sired both excellent sons and daughters. A large cross-section of progressive breeders have utilized him
and there are many success stories of the progeny he has sired. We were fortunate to purchase the walking rights and are pleased to
offer these Blueprint sons to you. Bourbon is an extremely good polled full fleck bull. His thickness carries all the way thru his long
spined body and his rear profile is nothing but rump. He has a solid structure with great colour and hair, one small goggle and big testicles. When we were sorting for breeding the Blueprint pen was the obvious choice again for Bourbon’s Spartacus dam. An excellent
pedigree and an awesome bull for you to assess on sale day.
~ Diluter free ~
Page
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CROSSROAD BENEFIT 200F

ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G

S: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT

G1234444 | CRF 200F | FEB 28 2018 | HORNED FB

PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

D: LWC MISS SPARTACUS 204C
LWC MISS JAHARI 271U

E
P
D

CE

9.6

BW

3.9

WW

YW

MILK

MCE MWWT

74.7 108.6 34.7

6.5

72.1

BW: 73 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 767 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1300 lbs.
An excellent bull, especially for a 73 lb. end of February born
twin. Good testicle size on this young fella, great hair coat and
colour with wrap around goggles, all on a moderate frame. Mothered by a strong LWC Spartacus/Jahari dam that is bred to Blueprint
again, and with this great combo of genetics we are sure hoping for
a daughter. We think Benefit will sire some great calves and definitely
leave you some tremendous females. Be sure to check him out on sale day!
~ Diluter Free ~
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SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

CROSSROAD GENERAL 66F

1229744 | CRF 66F | JAN 14 2018 | HORNED FB

S: CROSSROAD SUBARU 73C

CROSSROAD YARLENE 380Y
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U

D: CROSSROAD YALANA 491Y
CROSSROAD WRIGLEY 33W

E
P
D

CE

7.3

BW

4.0

WW

63.8

YW

MILK

86.3 36.2

MCE MWWT

7.6

68.1

BW: 96 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 791 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1303 lbs.
A moderate framed, thick Subaru son mothered by an
excellent Radium dam. The miserable wind that blew
all last winter nipped his ear but he still is a great haired,
goggle eyed, good muscled bull with big testicles. His dam
has raised sons for Section 17 Livestock at Melville, Royal
View Farm from Leask, and John Bloomquist from Big Valley, Ab. General has a wonderful disposition for easy handling. You can count on him
to sire some good growthy calves, we think he could be used on a variety of cows with excellent results.
~ Diluter Free ~
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CROSSROAD GRAVITY 35F

SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

1229357 | CRF 35F | JAN 07 2018 | HORNED FB

S: CROSSROAD SUBARU 73C

CROSSROAD YARLENE 380Y
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E

D: CROSSROAD ZANIKKI 18Z
CROSSROAD X-NIKKI 225X

E
P
D

CE

10.2

BW

2.8

WW

63.4

YW

89.3

MILK

37.5

MCE MWWT

8.7

69.2

BW: 95 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 749 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1277 lbs.
Gravity is a son of Subaru who is a super thick Spartacus son that sold for
$37,000 in our 2016 bull sale. Subaru’s dam is a tremendous productive cow
with small teats and a tight udder. Gravity’s full fleck Metro dam has also
contributed big time, she is from a very productive, good uddered cow family and has raised a good bulls for KJ Larre Ranching from St.Walburg, Sk. and
Fink Farms at Paradise Hill, Sk. A daughter was purchased by Allan Tkatchyk at
Ashmont,Ab. and we had another fancy daughter retained in the herd until we
found her dead in mid-summer. We usually lose one to wolves every year, but can’t
blame them this time. Gravity is a moderate framed, well-muscled bull, has good colour, hair
and huge testicles. He is definitely interested in the opposite sex and is going to be happy when he gets a group of cows
to himself. Here is a quality bull that will add thickness and style to your next calf crop.
~ Diluter Free ~
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CROSSROAD TOUCHDOWN 44F
1229418 | CRF 44F | JAN 09 2018 | HORNED FB

JNR’S SALTON

S: RWR STEIGER 2D

RWR ELECTRA 63B

E
P
D

CE

13.9

BW

WW

0.8 64.1

YW

MILK

90.2 34.2

MCE MWWT

9.5

SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

66.3

D: CROSSROAD DANNIKA 19D

BW: 79 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 793 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1372 lbs.

CROSSROAD X-NIKKI 225X

We are pleased to bring you our first set of calves from our $49,000 Steiger purchased from Red Willow Ranch. He was purchased for
the heifer pen and has certainly done a good job. He has a stunning profile as do all his sons and daughters. Touchdown is pictured
here at 10 ½ months. He has a ton of eye appeal, great colour and style, length of body, thick hair coat and large testicles. Born small,
he is the first calf mothered by a fancy Spartacus heifer whose genetics have certainly contributed to his thickness. A maternal full
fleck polled sister sells as lot 81 in our heifer section of the catalogue so make sure to check her out, this is a very productive cow
family. Great performance and potential from this future herd sire, you will have no regrets with Touchdown working in your pastures.
							
~ Diluter ~
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CROSSROAD TOLEDO 169F

1234397 | CRF 169F | FEB 08 2018 | HORNED FB

JNR’S SALTON

S: RWR STEIGER 2D

RWR ELECTRA 63B
CROSSROAD VINTAGE 125Z

D: CROSSROAD DESIGNER 7D
CROSSROAD ZELESTE 19Z

E
P
D

CE

6.7

BW

4.1

WW

62.6

YW

83.1

MILK

28.4

MCE MWWT

1.3

59.7

BW: 103 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 784 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1264 lbs.

Here is another good Steiger son born to a
heifer. He has great colour and style with big
testicles for a February born bull. The big testicle
size appears to be a Steiger trait with all these
sons. His young full fleck dam has a beautiful
tidy udder, she is a full sibling to Crossroad Polled
Future who is the sire of lots 77 thru 80 and also lot
81 in the heifer section. Interesting pedigree with lots of
potential on this future herdsire. Keep his daughters, they will make
great mothers and raise your best ever!
~ Diluter ~
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75

CROSSROAD THUNDER 9F

1229257 | CRF 9F | JAN 02 2018 | HORNED FB

JNR’S SALTON

S: RWR STEIGER 2D

RWR ELECTRA 63B
SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

D: CROSSROAD DILLY 4D

CROSSROAD ZINNAMON 25Z

E
P
D

CE

12.9

BW

1.8

WW

61.6

YW

MILK

86.7 33.0

MCE MWWT

8.2

63.8

BW: 83 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 731 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1293 lbs.

Mothered by a full fleck Spartacus heifer that has
a splash of Anchor T Rusty in her pedigree from her
grandam puts her on the podium of production and
we will expect only the best from her. What a great
start for her with this low birth weight super stylish
Steiger son. Solid structure, good hair coat, great colour,
extra pigment and big testicles are some of the qualities
he has to offer. He also has a 12.9 calving ease EPD if you
decide you want to use him on heifers. Thirteen Steiger
calves are registered and they averaged 84 lbs.at birth. You can expect Thunder
to sire a consistent set of high quality calves, keep his daughters, they will be producers.
					
~ Diluter free ~

76

CROSSROAD TRAVOLTA 166F
1232584 | CRF 166F | FEB 07 2018 | HORNED FB

JNR’S SALTON

S: RWR STEIGER 2D

RWR ELECTRA 63B

E
P
D

CE

11.4

BW

3.1

WW

64.0

YW

MILK

91..1 34.0

BW: 94 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 799 lbs.

MCE MWWT

8.7

66.0

365 Day adj. Wt: 1319 lbs.

SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

D: CROSSROAD DARLENE 56D
CROSSROAD YARLENE 380Y

Another smooth made RWR Steiger son with a moderate birth weight and natural fleshing ability. He has a great body type and is super
stylish with his dark red colour and one wrap around goggle. He has good testicle development is sound in his structure and moves
out well. His dam is a real looker and is a full sibling to the $37,000 Crossroad Subaru. They come from a long line of great uddered,
strong producing females. Here is a bull that covers all the bases, adequate thickness and high maternal values, he is sure to get your
attention on sale day.		
~ Diluter free ~
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CROSSROAD
POWER POINT 143F
S1229954 | CRF 143F | JAN 28 2018 | SCURRED FF

CROSSROAD VINTAGE 125Z

S: CROSSROAD POLLED FUTURE
CROSSROAD ZELESTE 19Z

E
P
D

CE

6.7

BW

4.1

WW

62.6

YW

83.1

MILK

28.4

MCE MWWT

1.3

BAR 5 SA HARRACH 801P

59.7

D: CROSSROAD YOLANDA 474Y
CROSSROAD PATSY 275P

BW: 102 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 852 lbs. 365 Day adj. Wt: 1348 lbs.

We really like our Polled Future calves and will continue to utilize his genetics. Here is a long bodied Polled Future son with a larger
frame, big testicles and massive muscle that is capable of covering a lot of cows. His Harrach dam is from a family of good milking,
tight uddered females. Longevity in this bloodline too, his grandam raised many good calves for us. Reid Nichols from Heinsburg,
Ab. purchased a son from Power Point’s dam and a daughter was selected by Sunville Simmentals in Manitoba, her last year’s good
Spartacus son was purchased by Big Valley Simmentals at Big Valley, Ab. If you are looking for good performance and are wanting to
fill your feedlot with early maturing heavy weight soggy calves that will finish faster, check out Power Point on sale day, he may be
just the bull you have been looking for.				
~ Diluter free ~

78

CROSSROAD PRESTO 144F

S1229940 | CRF 144F | JAN 29 2018 | SCURRED FB

CROSSROAD VINTAGE 125Z

S: CROSSROAD POLLED FUTURE
CROSSROAD ZELESTE 19Z
MFI CORNERSTONE 7187

D: CROSSROAD YALIDA 524Y
LPN MS METRO 559P

E
P
D

CE

6.0

BW

4.5

WW

67.2

YW

MILK

93.3 33.6

MCE MWWT

3.1

67.2

BW: 84 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 801 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1398 lbs.

Born a twin to lot 79. You wonder how some twins
turn out to be not much and then you have Presto
with tremendous volume and big rear quarter, big
testicles, thick hair coat and colored just right. He
has herd bull written all over him. Presto is sired by
the impressive Crossroad Polled Future and he also
has an incredibly good mother. She has raised bulls
for Peace View Colony at Dawson Creek, B.C., Hanna
Simmentals at Didsbury,Ab. and last year’s good Subaru
son was purchased by Bristow Ranching at Heinsburg,
Ab. She has only raised one daughter and she is working in the herd. A lot of
potential here, he will pay for himself many times over, take this guy home knowing you have
purchased a good one.
~ Diluter free ~
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79

CROSSROAD PRESTIGE 145F
1229951 | CRF 145F | JAN 29 2018 | HORNED FB

CROSSROAD VINTAGE 125Z

S: CROSSROAD POLLED FUTURE
CROSSROAD ZELESTE 19Z
MFI CORNERSTONE 7187

D: CROSSROAD YALIDA 524Y
LPN MS METRO 559P

E
P
D

CE

6.0

BW

4.5

WW

67.2

YW

MILK

93.3 33.6

MCE MWWT

3.1

67.2

BW: 86 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 801 lbs.
365 Day adj. Wt: 1371 lbs.

And here is the other brother, twin to the lot 78 bull,
he is no slouch either. Another deep bodied stylish Polled
Future son, big butt, full in the flank, great colour on these
brothers too, both stand on good sound feet and legs. All of
his Cornerstone/Metro dam’s calves have been born in January so excellent fertility in this bloodline . She is due again in
January to Spartacus, would sure like another daughter to place
in the herd. Prestige is another good bull for you to assess, we are confident
he will sire an impressive set of calves.
~ Diluter free ~

80

CROSSROAD PONTIAC 78F

1229770 | CRF 78F | JAN 16 2018 | HORNED FF

CROSSROAD VINTAGE 125Z

S: CROSSROAD POLLED FUTURE
CROSSROAD ZELESTE 19Z

E
P
D

CE

4.4

BW

5.5

WW

YW

70.8 100.4

MILK

31.4

BW: 103 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 812 lbs.

MCE MWWT

0.8

66.8

365 Day adj. Wt: 1364 lbs.

SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

D: CROSSROAD CLASSIC 121C
CROSSROAD WANTED 14W

We often get requests for a tan colored bull, and here is a very good one! Sired by Polled Future, he is loose hided with lots of middle,
large testicles and has excellent length of body, he is going to be a tank come sale day. He is the second calf born to an incredibly good
uddered Spartacus dam that belongs to a cow family that always raises the best! Pontiac is a very good bull with strong maternal traits
and plenty of thickness to pass on to the next generation. Don’t let this one sneak through the sale ring without putting your hand up,
he will be a very good breeding bull too.
~ Diluter ~
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OPEN REPLACEMENT HEIFERS

We are pleased to offer 18 solid open replacement females for the sale this year. We have tried to select something
for everyone. They all have consistent producing bloodlines that represent our herd and we are confident they will
be productive females for their new owners. We are proud of what some of the females we have sold at previous
sales have done for their new owners. Several have gone on to produce high selling progeny. The heifers are available
for viewing any time prior to the sale. We always look forward to your visits.

81

CROSSROAD FANIKKI 118F

P1229859 | CRF 118F | JAN 23 2018 | POLLED FF

CROSSROAD VINTAGE 125Z

S: CROSSROAD POLLED FUTURE
CROSSROAD ZELESTE 19Z
MF MR. EVAN 14P

D: CROSSROAD X-NIKKI 225X
CROSSROAD NICOLE 239N

Here is an attractive polled full fleckvieh heifer that has many qualities to
offer. Along with her natural thickness
and eye appeal, she comes from generations of longevity, perfect udders
and good producers. Her stunning
Evan 14P dam belongs to one of our
strongest cow families and is due in
January to Blueprint with her 8th
calf. We have four excellent producing daughters already working in the
E CE
herd so we decided we could part with this
BW
WW
YW
MILK MCE MWWT
P
one. Two of the daughters produced Lots 72
61.6 83.7 33.3 4.2 64.1
D 5.5 4.2
and 73. Another stylish daughter was the high
BW: 95 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 630 lbs.
seller at the 2014 Source sale and was purchased
be Ferme Gagnon in Quebec. This is a great opportunity for her new owner to buy into. I was going
to breed Fanikki to Polled Blueprint who will add yet another layer of consistent genetics to this already proven bloodline. If she had a
heifer calf it would be double polled with generations of thickness and genetics that have never failed, she would certainly have donor
cow potential! AND if she had a son, could he be that next great polled herdsire we are all looking for? Gee Whiz…maybe we should
re-think the decision to sell her!!

82

CROSSROAD FLIRTIN 197F

1234425 | CRF 197F | FEB 25 2018 | HORNED FF

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U

D: CROSSROAD CAMEO 6C
CROSSROAD AVERA 281A

E
P
D

CE

10.2

BW

WW

0.9 66.6

YW

MILK

91.0 35.9

MCE MWWT

6.8

69.2

BW: 72 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 688 lbs.

If you want to raise the good ones you need
to start with a good factory and we think this
heifer will be just that. Born at 72 pounds you
can certainly see the Spartacus thickness developing in this young female. Along with her abundance
of hair, she has small little teats and we expect she will
have a very neat and tidy udder like her mother who is
one of the most stylish cows on the farm. Her dam is a
super dark red, goggle eyed Radium daughter that has an
awesome disposition. Her first calf was a high seller that sold at
last year’s bull sale to Belle Plaine Colony. We had the opportunity
to see him this fall and were sure impressed with how very good
he looks and he started out with a 72 pound birth weight too! Our
Spartacus sons are at the top of our bull pen, full of eye appeal and
sound in structure and the daughters are adding that extra Spartacus
thickness to everything they produce. Flirtin will develop into a real
brood cow, she will earn her keep and then some.
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83

CROSSROAD FOXIE 123F

1229873 | CRF 123F | JAN 24 2018 | HORNED FF
GREAT GUNS REGIO 9R

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W

D: CROSSROAD AVERA 281A

S: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

CROSSROAD U’MILLIE 759U

BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S

E
P
D

CE

3.6

BW

4.4

WW

71.9

YW

MILK

101.4 32.1

MCE MWWT

2.9

68.1

BW: 96 lbs.
205 Day adj. Wt: 609 lbs.

Here is another excellent quality heifer exhibiting that same natural Spartacus thickness
that does not come from a chop pail. Foxie’s dam is the maternal grandam of the Lot 82
heifer and you can certainly see the similarities. Good fertility in her dam always calving in
January. Unfortunately she was injured in early summer and little Foxie had to steal milk where
she could, but you would never know it by looking at her now. Definite potential in this well balanced good structured female, we believe she will be an above average producer for her new owners.

84
SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A

MFI CORNERSTONE 7187

S: CROSSROAD SUBARU 73C

D: CROSSROAD BENITA 530B

CROSSROAD YARLENE 380Y

E
P
D

CE

4.9

BW

WW

5.6 66.4

YW

CROSSROAD FUSCHIA 71F

1229749 | CRF 71F | JAN 15 2018 | HORNED FF

CROSSROAD X-BONITA 201X

MILK

93.5 34.1

MCE MWWT

5.3

67.3

BW: 99 lbs.
205 Day adj. Wt: 653 lbs.

Gerald says this one is a bull maker (I normally don’t let him know that I think he is
right) however, this time I do agree. Fuschia has all the greats in her pedigree, sired by
the high selling Spartacus son, Crossroad Subaru whose dam has one of the best udders
on the farm and mothered by a Cornerstone/Radium dam. You can’t make them any
better than this, she will be one of your most consistent long term producing females
you will ever own. An excellent opportunity to add this broody female to your herd.

85

CROSSROAD FANTASY 89F

1229782 | CRF 89F | JAN 18 2018 | HORNED FB
SIBELLE BOLERO 10A

JNR’S SALTON

D: CROSSROAD DELILA 417D

S: RWR STEIGER 2D

CROSSROAD YALIDA 524Y

RWR ELECTRA 63B

E
P
D

CE

11.3

BW

3.0

WW

67.8

YW

95.1

MILK

30.6

MCE MWWT

7.4

64.5

BW: 83 lbs.
205 Day adj. Wt: 668 lbs.

One of our first RWR Steiger daughters to sell, fancy body type, double goggled with extra pigment on
the mouth and a super thick hair coat. When you are bidding on the bull you want and the auctioneer
says SOLD $49,000, it does take your breath away. But, you have done your homework and know that
the blood red Steiger has a perfect uddered stylish dam and he will complement the females in the
heifer pen, so you know your decision was right. Fantasy was the first calf born to a powerful Bolero/
Cornerstone/ Metro dam that is as broody as they come and is bred back to our new dark red polled FSS
Maximus son for a January calf. Some very good maternal strengths in this heifer, we feel she will mature
into a very productive cow.

86
JNR’S SALTON

S: RWR STEIGER 2D

RWR ELECTRA 63B

E
P
D

CE

11.7

BW

1.6

WW

65.0

YW

90.4

MILK

31.3

CROSSROAD FROSTY 106F

1229829 | CRF 106F | JAN 21 2018 | HORNED FB

SIBELLE BOLERO 10A

D: CROSSROAD DAMARA 84D
CROSSROAD YAMARNIE 525Y

MCE MWWT

7.5

63.8

BW: 72 lbs.
205 Day adj. Wt: 677 lbs.

Low birth weights on these Steiger calves. Frosty was mothered by a first calf heifer
with an extremely powerful Bolero/Cornerstone pedigree. Bolero is a half-brother
to Spartacus, his daughters are powerhouses and have such very nice udders. Frosty’s
pedigree is full of consistency and good uddered females on both sides insuring that
she will be in production for many years.
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87

CROSSROAD FERDIE 176F

BPG1234404 | CRF 176F | FEB 11 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W

S: TSN PREDATOR 45Z

JFRS MS STARQUEST 6S
MRL CAPONE 130B

D: ZSL MISS CAPONE 69D
ZSL MS RED ACE 48X

E
P
D

CE

16.2

BW

0.2

WW

55.2

YW

MILK

82.5 23.0

MCE MWWT

8.4

50.6

BW: 84 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 683 lbs.

What a sweetie this one is! A moderate frame and good hair coat
on this low birth weight, fancy blaze faced heifer. We use her TSN
Predator sire in the heifer pen, he calves like a dream. We purchased
her MRL Capone dam from Doug Zimmer at the Camrose Classic as a
calf and she sure did good raising her first calf. Here is a heifer that has
the potential to produce top end progeny and probably some with that
blaze face too. She will make a very nice addition to any herd.
~ Polled and Colour Tests Pending ~

MRC WALL STREET 183Z

88

CROSSROAD FRANCINE 67F

BPG1229745 | CRF 67F | JAN 14 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

S: MRC SUPREMACY 260B

TWIN CHIEF ULYSSES 260U
KIMLAKE GUNNER 21U

D: CROSSROAD X-PRECIOUS 475X
LPN MS ROCKET 548P

E
P
D

CE

1.4

BW

7.4

WW

87.1

YW

MILK

129.5 25.1

MCE MWWT

1.4

68.7

BW: 106 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 752 lbs.

An extremely powerful heifer that was mothered by a good Gunner cow that has raised some good bulls and also a fancy daughter
that was purchased by Y Coulee Land & Cattle at Frenchman Butte.
Francine’s sire is MRC Supremacy whose calves are born a good
foot longer than any of the others, which explains the extra birth
weight on his progeny. That extra length of body is not always easy
to find. We all know that the longer the steer in the fall the more he weighs and more pounds means more money. Here is a female that has
the potential to raise bulls with some stretch that will go on to sire calves that your customers will be very happy with! Lots of breeding options here, she will make an outstanding cow.
~ Homo Polled – Hetero Black ~

89

CROSSROAD FAIRLIGHT 158F

BPG1230403 | CRF 158F | FEB 05 2018 | BLACK POLLED PB

YARDLEY LAD A440

S: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
WHEATLAND LADY 150Y
RED BARON HR P101

D: CROSSROAD TWILIGHT 597T
CROSSROAD NATALIE 209N

E
P
D

CE

6.7

BW

3.7

WW

YW

74.0 108.1

MILK

24.9

MCE MWWT

4.3

61.9

BW: 94 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 721 lbs.

Mothered by one of the oldest cows on the farm that is due again in
January, so good fertility and longevity in this bloodline. We have two
of her daughters working in the herd and several sons that have sold to
repeat buyers. Fairlight’s Wheatland Next Up sire leaves progeny that are
moderate and stylish. Here is a heifer that will be sure to turn some heads on
sale day, solid black, great hair coat and good structure. We are confident she will
be a high end producer for her new owner.
~ Homo Polled – Hetero Black ~
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90

CROSSROAD FLAVOUR 11F

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

PG1229258 | CRF 11F | JAN 03 2018 | POLLED PB

S: CROSSROAD RED WALKER 52D
CROSSROAD U’LABELLE 793U

CROSSROAD NAVIGATOR 338Y

D: CROSSROAD CHICAGO 57C
CROSSROAD X-AMMIE 168X

E
P
D

CE

6.8

BW

4.3

WW

YW

MILK

81.3 120.9 26.2

MCE MWWT

3.4

66.9

BW: 88 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 702 lbs.

Crossroad Red Walker is a bull we raised sired by our $43,000
Paparazzi and mothered by a reliable Red Label cow that always produced the best. We decided to let one of these good Walker daughters
go to offer a good representation of the herd. Here is Flavour, with a
ton of volume and length, great hair coat and colour too. Her dam is also
from an incredibly strong cow family, her Rusty grandam is an X cow and
is still here, due in mid- January, her record of past production is impressive.
A real complete package here that will grow into a broody cow, full of quality
and proven genetics that you can count on!
~ Homo Polled ~

91

CROSSROAD FANNY 152F

PG1230217 | CRF 152F | FEB 02 2018 | POLLED PB

LFE VEGAS 3145A

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D
CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

D: CROSSROAD CANDY 8C

CROSSROAD MANDY 145M

E
P
D

CE

7.2

BW

4.2

WW

YW

MILK

74.9 109.9 28.8

MCE MWWT

6.0

66.3

BW: 96 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 690 lbs.

Superior maternal traits in this Voltage daughter. She
catches your eye every time you walk into the pen. Fanny
comes from a super cow family that has consistently
produced good calves year after year. Deep and broody yet
feminine and attractive, here is a female that will produce
the good ones. She will make an excellent addition to anyone’s
herd.
~ Homo Polled ~

92

CROSSROAD FRISCO 91F

LFE VEGAS 3145A

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D

PG1229784 | CRF 91F | JAN 18 2018 | POLLED PB

CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
LFE BS LEWIS 322U

D: CROSSROAD YEARWOOD 528Y
CROSSROAD SHADAISY 513S

E
P
D

CE

9.6

BW

2.9

WW

69.4

YW

MILK

99.5 26.9

MCE MWWT

5.4

61.6

BW: 89 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 657 lbs.

You sure have to appreciate the depth of body on this
broody Voltage female and she will really be something
when she matures! Great pedigree on this heifer too, full
of consistency. She has a terrific mother, her last year’s son
sold to Y Coulee Land & Cattle at Frenchman Butte and the
year before her high selling Vegas son was purchased by Crocus Simmentals at Swift Current. We stopped in to seen their
bull last fall, impressive, what a tank he is. Frisco is an outstanding
female, she will raise the right kind and pay for herself many times
over. We sure like her and we hope you do too!
~ Homo Polled ~
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93

CROSSROAD FILLIS 210F

PG1234453 | CRF 210F | MAR 12 2018 | POLLED PB
LFE VEGAS 3145A

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D
CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y

E
P
D

CE

BW

6.6

WW

4.1

75.1

YW

MILK

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z

D: CROSSROAD CASHA 147C
CROSSROAD X-SASHA 287X

MCE MWWT

110.3 26.7

5.9

64.3

BW: 90 lbs.
205 Day adj. Wt: 739 lbs.

A March born Voltage daughter out of a fancy Paparazzi dam who is bred Voltage again
for an early January calf. Her last year’s bull calf was purchased by Tim Amendt from Spiritwood. Fillis has great hair and is stylish like her mother, just watch this heifer mature, here
is a female with a real promising future.
~ Hetero Polled ~

94
LFE VEGAS 3145A

S: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D
CE

5.9

BW

4.3

WW

YW

MILK

69.9 100.6 27.8

PG1232586 | CRF 168F | FEB 08 2018 | POLLED PB

BHR BARON SA 2842P

D: CROSSROAD A’BABE 760A
LPN MS EDDY 86R

CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y

E
P
D

CROSSROAD FLYNN 168F

MCE MWWT

1.3

62.8

BW: 93 lbs.
205 Day adj. Wt: 677 lbs.

A sweet blaze faced, well balanced Voltage daughter with an abundance of dark red
hair and an excellent disposition. Her dam is a beautiful uddered BHR Baron dam that
is due again to Voltage in mid-January. She has one daughter working in the herd and
a son was purchased by Nancy Willick from Mildred, Sk. Flynn will mature into a good
producing female with a stunning profile that will catch your eye every time you go to
the pasture.

95

CROSSROAD FASCINATE 207F

PG1234450 | CRF 207F | MAR 05 2018 | POLLED PB
TESS BLACK RAMPAGE 71W

MRC WALL STREET 183Z

D: CROSSROAD CASHMERE 926C

S: MRC SUPREMACY 260B

TWIN CHIEF ULYSSES 260U

E
P
D

CE

4.4

BW

4.1

WW

73.3

YW

MILK

112.0 24.2

CROSSROAD ARROW 720A

MCE MWWT

2.6

60.9

BW: 91 lbs.
205 Day adj. Wt: 711 lbs.

Here is a long spined, solid coloured Supremacy daughter that has great hair, style and a lot of
volume for a March born calf. Her Rampage dam is bred to our Wheatland Next Up herdsire
for a January calf. She has a good Cobra daughter working in the herd that has a bright future.
We think Fascinate will make a good addition to your herd, she is the kind that is sure to kick
out some good ones.
Polled test pending

96
WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W

S: TSN PREDATOR 45Z

SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y

D: CROSSROAD DINA 14D		
REMINGTON SOFT TOUCH 4S

JFRS MS STARQUEST 6S

E
P
D

CE

14.6

BW

WW

1.8 64.6

YW

96.7

CROSSROAD FARRARI 139F

PG1229922 | CRF 139F | JAN 27 2018 | POLLED PB

MILK

18.2

MCE MWWT

8.7

50.5

BW: 89 lbs.
205 Day adj. Wt: 709 lbs.

I really like this stylish TSN Predator daughter and just like her mom she has an
excellent disposition and style to burn. Study her pedigree, there is a lot of good
bloodlines in this heifers make-up. We think she has a ton of potential and have
no doubt that she will be an outstanding producer.
~ Homo Polled ~
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97

CROSSROAD FELICIA 40F

PG1229404 | CRF 40F | JAN 08 2018 | POLLED PB
WFL MR WESTWAY 26Y

S: WFL MR WESTWAY 97D

WFL MISS RED ULTRA 1075Y
MF MR. EVAN 14P

D: CROSSROAD DAYLA 12D
CROSSROAD X-IOLA 281X

E
P
D

CE

5.9

BW

4.0

WW

YW

MILK

74.0 108.6 25.0

MCE MWWT

5.5

65.0

BW: 81 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 746 lbs.

This Evan 14P/Cornerstone dam did an excellent job raising her
first calf. She comes from a long line of good producing cows
and is bred back for an early January Polled Future calf. Felicia
has a great body type and is full of maternal strengths from both
her Mr Westway 97D sire and her dam. She is very correct and has
brood cow written all over her.
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CROSSROAD FLUFF 133F

PG1229907 | CRF 133F | JAN 26 2018 | POLLED PB

WFL MR WESTWAY 26Y

S: WFL MR WESTWAY 97D

WFL MISS RED ULTRA 1075Y
SIBELLE BOLERO 10A

D: CROSSROAD DAY DREAM 158D
CROSSROAD ZAYLA 117Z

E
P
D

CE

-0.4

BW

5.3

WW

YW

MILK

73.5 104.7 25.1

MCE MWWT

-4.2

61.9

BW: 95 lbs. 205 Day adj. Wt: 717 lbs.

Fluff is a real beauty. Definite eye appeal with her good
hair coat, colour, body type and overall balance. Beautiful udders from her dam’s side and we think these Mr
Westway 97D daughters are going to make really good
cows. Fluff may be the last lot in this catalogue but this
fancy heifer certainly has the quality to be the start of a new cow family.

TERMS – The terms of the sale are cash or cheque payable at par at sale location
unless satisfactory credit arrangements have been made prior to the sale. The right
of property shall not pass until after settlement is made.
Crossroad Farms reserves the right to require a certified cheque as settlement before
releasing any sale cattle. Should the purchaser fail to settle for his purchase Crossroad
Farms reserve full power to resell the animal to the best advantage either publicly
or privately, without further notice. Any loss arising from such resale together with
keep and all other expenses shall be payable by the defaulter. All settlements must be
made with the clerks of the sale before any cattle will be released. Crossroad Farms
and sales staff has the right to refuse bids from anyone who has a previous record
of default in payment and who has not made prior credit arrangements, prior to the
sale with Crossroad Farms.
BID-Every animal consigned to the sale must be sold by auction. No by bidding will be
permitted. Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder.
DISPUTES- In case of disputes, bidding will be reopened between the parties involved. If
no further bid is made the buyer will be the person from whom the auctioneer accepted
the last bid. The auctioneer’s decision in such matters will be final.
PURCHASER’S RISK- Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold.
ANNOUNCEMENTS from the auction block will take precedence over
printed matter in the catalogue. Buyers are therefore cautioned to pay attention to
any such announcements.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY- The proper Registration or Recordation paper, as the case
may be, will be duly transferred and furnished to the buyer for each animal after the
settlement has been made.
SHIPPING- Assistance will be given in making shipment after the sale but no risk is
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assumed by the Seller. Purchasers are requested to furnish shipping instructions
when making settlement.
GUARANTEE- All animals will carry standard breeding guarantee as specified by
the Canadian Simmental Association. At no time shall the seller’s liability exceed
the purchased price of the animal.
EXCEPTION TO GUARANTEE – In cases where the animal is subjected to any
hormonal or surgical reproduction techniques after the sale, the guarantee shall
be null and void. In the cases of bulls, they are guaranteed to breed naturally
according to the Canadian Simmental Association Guarantee but no guarantee is
given that semen from any bull will freeze.
HEALTH – All animals will have passed the required tests as determined by
Agriculture Canada at sale location. It is the buyer’s responsibility to determine
health requirements for importing any animal into his province or state.
ACCIDENTS- Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and
comfort of buyers, neither Crossroad Farms or any Sales Staff or Association
assumes any responsibility in this matter and disclaims any liability legal or
otherwise in the event of accident or loss of property.
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS – The above terms and conditions of the sale shall
constitute a contract between the buyer and the seller and be equally binding to
both. Resale of animals following purchase in this sale shall constitute a separate
transaction and the rights and obligations of the two parties connected thereto
are not covered by the terms and conditions of this sale.
PICTURES- By attending our sale you are giving your consent for your picture to be
taken and used for promotional or advertising purposes only of Crossroad Farms.
If you wish to not have your picture used please advise us in writing immediately
after the sale.
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Thank You to Our Customers and All Who Attend the Sale

Return undeliverable covers to:
Thank-you to the cattle folks that let us know
they have retired and no longer need a catalogue.

New Year’s Resolution
Sale Buyers
Pick of the 2018 Crossroad heifer calves -Greenvalley Ranch
Ltd. – Hugh Stuart & Family
Walking Rights on Starwest Pol Blueprint – Wilson Stock Farm

Thank You to Our
2018 Crossroad Farms 12th Annual Bull & Female Sale Buyers
4M Cattle Co.*
Beaver Ridge Simmentals
Belle Plaine Colony*
Brewer Land & Cattle*
Bristow Ranching*
Cattle Creek Crossing*
Circle M Simmentals*
Cow Boss Simmentals
Creekside Simmentals*
C Spring Farming*
Crooked Creek Farming*
Dave Turko*
Delmer Thorpe*
Double S Land & Cattle*
Doug Marjoram*
Darryl Roach*
Ed & Brenda Beaulac*
Eddie Kish*
Ernest Fendelet*
Ferme des Quatre-Temps Inc.
Garth Bradley*
Gerard Regnier*
Glen Aldentaler
Hairy Hill Cattle Co.*

Janzen Plus Family Farm
Jason Breault*
Jean-Francois Leblonde
Jeff Weal*
Kevin Bristow*
KT Simmentals
Kurt Willems*
Langer Land & Cattle*
Larry King*
Lee Peterson
Lee Ranch Company*
Lisa & Quinton Taylor
Lorrie Schutte*
Maurice Allchurch*
Meadow Acres*
Millard Farms*
Moore Ranching*
Mosquito Ranch Inc.
Old Elm Farming*
Okraincee Land & Cattle Co.
Perry Dicus*
Ralph Amendt*
RCM Cattle Co.*
Reed Nichols*

Reg & Shelly Griffin
Riverbend Farms*
Roger Brad*
Rosebud Colony*
Royal View Farms*
Russel Aumack *
Scott McVicar
Shawn McLaren
South Peace Colony*
Stolson Farms*
Strate Lakeside Farm*
Ted Nash*
Tim Amendt
Trendsetter/Big Valley Simmentals
Turin Colony*
Twin Heritage Farms
Vegreville Colony*
W2 Farms
Wapiti Consulting*
West Raley Colony*
Windmill Stock Farm*
Y Coulee Land & Cattle*
*Repeat/Multiple buyer

Thank you for attending our 13th Annual Bull & Female Sale!
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